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GNSS-IR Inshore Tide Measurement Based on  
Low-cost Chipset 

Jie Li, Dongkai Yang, Feng Wang and Jin Xing 
BeiHang university 

 
Abstract: Multipath signals that impact positioning 
accuracy are progressively being utilized to recover 
land and ocean geophysical information with the 
introduction of Global Navigation Satellite Systems 
(GNSS). An interference signal-based approach is 
GNSS-interferometry reflectometry (GNSS-IR). In 
this work, interference signals are gathered for sea 
surface altimetry using a low-cost GNSS signal 
receiver outfitted with a right-handed circularly 
polarized antenna, which can reduce cost of tide 
measurement. This study decompose the raw 
signal-to-noise ratio and extracts several frequency 
components using an empirical mode decomposition 
technique. The vertical distance between the antenna 
phase center and the sea surface is then calculated 
using Lomb-Scargle periodogram after the spectra of 
various frequency components has been analyzed. 
The final inversion tide is then obtained by removing 
the wild spots using the sinusoidal fitting approach. 
According to the results, there is a 0.89 correlation 
between the measured and recovered tides, and the 
RMSE is 0.23 m. 

Keywords: global navigation satellite systems 
interferometry reflectometry, tide, empirical mode 
decomposition, sinusoidal fitting 

1. Introduction 

Reliable inshore tide measurements are crucial 
for tourism, dock operations, and fisheries 
production[1]. Tide measurement stations, which are 
costly to build, are one of the conventional 
techniques of monitoring the tide[2]. With the benefits 
of extensive coverage, excellent accuracy, and no 

identifiable signal source, GNSS-IR altimetry uses 
reflected signal path delay to calculate height[3]. 
GNSS-IR has been used in the retrieval of soil 
moisture[4], measurement of vegetation growth 
state[5],, measurement of snow depth[6], and 
measurement of lake level[7]. 

In 1993, Martin-Neira developed the Passive 
Reflectometry and Interferometry System (PARIS) 
idea and employed interference signals created by 
direct and reflected signals from the sea surface to 
estimate sea surface height[8]. Based on the PARIS 
idea, Martin-Neira et al. conducted a GPS-R sea 
surface height measuring experiment in Amsterdam 
in 1997, and the outcomes supported the viability of 
obtaining sea surface height from satellite navigation 
signals[9]. 

GNSS-IR has been widely used to measure tides. 
A technique based on wavelet analysis and least 
squares estimate was presented by Wang et al. to 
rectify the arc height variation inaccuracy of a single 
SNR[10]. They used a location in Hong Kong, China, 
to evaluate the method's capacity to take height 
fluctuation error into account and prevent mistake 
inheritance. A signal processing-based quality control 
approach is suggested to handle LSP graphs with 
several comparable peaks. This approach combines a 
number of criteria with outside limitations. According 
to experimental results, this approach can 
successfully lower gross error and improve 
measurement accuracy[11]. From 2008 to 2020, Peng 
et al. installed GNSS observation stations in three 
coastal regions with various land motions to assess 
the sea surface height. Results indicate that, when 
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compared to in-situ tidal, the precision of daily mean 
sea surface height measurements is less than 1.5 cm, 
and the trend in time is comparable with in-situ tidal 
within the uncertainty range[12]. At Thule, Greenland, 
which is frequently impacted by icebergs and sea ice 
throughout the year, an experiment was carried out. 
The estimated uncertainty is 18 cm, however the root 
means square deviation (RMSD) is 13 cm[13]. A 
coherent integration time optimization model was 
created[14] in order to more accurately forecast how 
the accuracy of GNSS-IR altimetry varies with 
coherent integration time and eventually improve 
altimetry accuracy. 

Due to the complicated sea conditions, sea waves 
and undercurrents may create several frequency 
components of GNSS interference signals, decreasing 
measurement accuracy. In order to investigate and 
perhaps address the multi-frequency mixing problem, 
researchers use signal processing techniques. By 
reducing the function of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
noise, increasing the measurement accuracy of 
multipath frequency extracted from SNR data by 
Lomb-Scargle periodogram (LSP), and other 
methods, Wang et al. found that discrete wavelet 
decomposition can improve the performance of tide 
measurement[15]. The researchers then made the 
suggestion that in order to solve the problem that the 
elevation angle of the satellite significantly affects 
the tidal inversion of the GNSS interferometric signal, 
one could use the EMD technique to decompose SNR 
in order to produce an effective SNR residual 
sequence. They utilized data from the American 
SC02 and Australian RSBY databases to confirm the 
results[16]. The results show that EMD boosts GNSS 
data use and expands the range of GNSS interference 
signals that are usable. Hu et al. proposed a novel 
GNSS-IR tidal estimating model combined with 
variational mode decomposition (VMD)[17] using 
measured data from Sweden's Onsala Space 
Observatory. The results show that the model 
improves stability and accuracy, with a correlation 
value that can be close to 0.97. 

This work employed a low-cost GNSS receiver to 
gather interference signals in order to lower the cost 
and increase the coverage of shore tidal monitoring. 

Many diffuse processes, such as waves and the 
roughness of the ocean surface, produce reflected 
signals with various frequency ranges. The raw 
interference signal was divided in this study using the 
empirical mode decomposition (EMD) method to 
produce the reflected signal with various frequencies 
as well as the DC component (direct signal). The 
spectrum of the reflected signals at various 
frequencies is then calculated using the LSP spectrum 
estimate technique. This work uses the sinusoidal 
fitting approach to fit the recovered sea surface 
height and removes the points with a large modulus 
from the fitting function since tidal fluctuation tends 
to be a sine function. The rest of this essay is 
organized as follows: The GNSS-IR sea level 
measurement theoretical premise is introduced in the 
second section. The experimental verification is done 
in the third section. The results are shown in the 
fourth section. The conclusion of the study is 
elaborated in the final section. 

2. Methodology 

Signals reflected by the sea surface can also be 
picked up by GNSS devices in addition to direct 
signals. Sea levels can be determined due to the 
knowledge about the sea surface contained in these 
reflected impulses. The electromagnetic pulse can be 
viewed as a plane wave given the great distance 
between land-based GNSS receivers and spacecraft. 
The layout of GNSS-IR altimetry is shown in Figure 
1, and the total of the red lines represents the route 
delay between the reflected and direct signal. 

The path delay of the direct reflection signal can 
be determined using the geometric correlations in 
Figure 1 as follows: 

h h= - cos 2
sin sin

δ θ
θ θ

                 (1) 

where h  represents the height of the GNSS antenna 
and θ  represents the satellite elevation angle. After 
simplified, Equation (1) can be written as: 

2 sinhδ θ=                          (2) 

The oscillation frequency of the interference 
signal with the satellite elevation angle sine as the 
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horizontal axis is: 
( ) 2
sin

d hf
d
δ λ

θ λ
= =                      (3) 

wherein λ  represents the wavelength of electro- 
magnetic wave. 

 

Figure 1 Geometry of GNSS-IR altimetry

Equation (3) states that the vertical separation 
between the antenna and the reflector determines the 
fluctuation frequency of the interference signal, 
which in turn relies on the height of the GNSS 
antenna. As a result, the sea level can be determined 
using the aforementioned hypothesis. 

Due to the complicated nature of sea 
circumstances, reflected signals will have a range of 
various frequency components. The reflected signals 
from various reflectors should be successfully 
retrieved before height measurement. The signal is 
broken down into the total of several intrinsic mode 
functions using an approach known as empirical 
mode decomposition (EMD), which bases its time 
scale on the local features of the signal (IMF). EMD 
successfully extracts the feature information from the 
original signal while emphasizing the local 
characteristics of the reflected signals. 

Signals that are reflected off the sea surface 
interact with direct signals; the interference signal's 
SNR is represented as: 

2 2

1
( cos )

n

d i d i i
i

SNR A A A A ϕ
=

= + +∑      (4) 

wherein dA  represents the amplitude of the direct 

signal, iA  represents the amplitude of i-th reflected 

signals, and iϕ  represents the phase difference 

between direct and i-th reflected signals. According 
to the EMD theory, dA  is the residual component 

after the decomposition of n IMF components, the 
oscillating terms are different IMFs.  

The processing of EMD is shown in Figure 2: 
1) Initialization: ( ) ( )r t x t= , 0i = , 1k = , the 

termination threshold condition is 0.2~0.3σ = , 

where ( )x t  represents the raw SNR data, i  

means the number of iterations, and k  means 
the serial number of IMF. 

2) The local maximum and minimum points of 

( )r t  obtained; The upper and lower envelope 

( )maxe t  and ( )mine t  of the signal were 

obtained by fitting the maximum and minimum 
points respectively with cubic spline curves. The 

average envelope ( )m t  was obtained by 

calculating the local mean values from the upper 
and lower envelope. 

3) Let 1i i= + , subtract the mean envelope from 
the raw signal to get the component to be 
identified: 
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( ) ( ) ( )ip t r t m t= −      (5) 

4) Calculate the termination iteration condition 
SD . It is generally impossible to completely 
realize the mean value of the upper and lower 
envelope to be 0. Normally, if SD σ< , let 

( ) ( )k iIMF t p t=  and go to the next step, or let 

( ) ( )ir t p t=  and repeat the step (2)-(4). 

5) Calculate ( ) ( ) ( )kr t r t IMF t= − , and 

Determine whether ( )r t  is monotonic. If it is 

not, return to step (2) and execute 1k k= +  
until ( )r t  is a monotonic function. The final 
signal is decomposed into the following forms as 
Equation (4). 

 

Begin

( ) ( ), 0, 1r t x t i k= = =

 ination iteration condition σ

   
  

       
                   ( )maxe t ( )mine t

max min( ) ( ( ) ( )) / 2m t e t e t= +

1i i= +

( ) ( ) ( ), ( ) ( )i ip t r t m t r t p t= − =

SD judging

( ) ( )k iimf t p t=

( ) ( ) ( )kr t x t imf t= −

Monotonous or not
( )r t

1k k= +

 
Figure 2 EMD flow diagram 

Similar frequency components may still be 
present in the partial IMF following EMD 
decomposition, and the predicted and actual sea 
surface heights will vary significantly. This research 
used sinusoidal function fitting to acquire observed 
tidal trends and eliminate the wild areas because tides 
exhibit a sinusoidal trend. When there is a storm 
surge or a powerful sea surface breeze, the variation 
in sea level that GNSS-IR detects deviates from the 
sinusoidal rhythm. This part of the data can be 
marked as "unreliable" and excluded because 
GNSS-IR is presently unable to identify ocean height 

with any degree of reliability. Furthermore, if the data 
deviates from the sinusoidal pattern even for a short 
while, the sea surface might be having storm surge. 
This forecast method can be used as a new area of 
investigation in this study. 

In this research, RHCP antenna is utilized. The 
primary polarization features of the reflected signal 
will change to LHCP when the satellite elevation 
angle is larger than the Brusset angle[1]. In this 
research, a scenario was run under the following 
circumstances: The tide height is and the distance 
between the GNSS station and sea level is 8 meters. 
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The modeling of interfering signal SNR is depicted in 
Figure 3. Low satellite height angles cause the SNR 
to clearly fluctuate. Additionally, the SNR fluctuates 
significantly due to the intricacy of the sea surface. 

We decomposed the raw SNR using the EMD 
method, and the outcomes are depicted in Figure 4. 
The five panels on the right depict the corresponding 
LSP spectrum, while the five panels on the left show 
the IMF components (IMF1,4,5,6, and 7). The 

simulation results demonstrate that the EMD initially 
breaks down to produce high-frequency components 
before progressively decreasing in frequency. The sea 
surface reflects a large number of messages with 
high-frequency components. The height recorded by 
IMFs IMF5 and IMF6 should be the vertical distance 
between the GNSS antenna and sea surface, however, 
as the low-frequency component's highest value is 
around 8 m.

 

Figure 3 Simulation of interference signal SNR 

 

Figure 4 Simulation of IMF and LSP spectrum for raw interference signal SNR 

The signal still contains frequency components 
after EMD that cannot be distinguished. In this 
investigation, anomalous inversion values were 
eliminated using sine fitting. Figure 4 displays two 

almost equal peaks for IMF-5 and IMF-6, which 
should be noted since they will affect the 
measurement. An IMF with a high peak power was 
employed for this experiment. 
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Figure 5 displays the results, with the measured 
height shown by the star mark, the fitting curve 
displayed by the black solid line, and the correct 
height indicated by the blue dashed line. It can be 

regarded as a wild point and eliminated when the 
modulus between the measured result and the fitted 
curve exceeds the threshold. 

 
Figure 5 Simulation of measured and real height 

3. Experiment 

We conducted an experiment at Qingdong 5 tide 
measurement station in Dongying, Shandong 
Province. The location is 20 kilometers from eastern 
shoreline, the long-term sea breeze is mild, but there 
could be a brief storm surge. The coordinate of the 
station is ( 37 26 '51'' ,119 0 '36 ''N E° ° ), and the 
experiment period is November 2021. The GNSS 
antenna was installed towards the southwest, which is 
nearly 7m above the sea surface. The receiver was 
placed in a waterproof iron box, and the raw SNR of 
GNSS interference signal is recorded as a sample rate 
of 1s. The experiment site was shown in Figure 6, (a) 
is the experiment station, (b) is the ron box, (c) is the 
the GNSS antenna, and (d) is the low-cost GNSS 
chipset. 

The satellite elevation angle is labeled on Figure 7 
as the X-label, and the interference signal's raw SNR 
is labeled on the Y-axis. The SNR of the raw 
interference signal oscillates when the satellite's 
elevation angle is low. The oscillation vanishes when 
the satellite's elevation angle rises, which is 
consistent with the outcomes of the simulation. 
Therefore, in the data processing of this study, only 

the satellite elevation angle 5° to 25°, and azimuth 

120° to 280° was selected. 

Similarly, EMD are used to decompose various 

frequency components of interference signals' raw 
SNR.  The results displayed in Figure 8 were 
obtained when LSP was used to determine the 
spectrum of IMF following decomposition. The 
results demonstrate that EMD is capable of 
decomposing signals into their constituent frequency 
components. Nonetheless, there are still frequency 
components that are aliased together in a complicated 
scenario like the ocean. Moreover, more distinction is 
required. In fact, we have excluded data with heights 
in the range of 5-10 m when dealing with retreived 
heights. To show more results, we have kept the LSP 
spectrum estimates for measured heights in the range 
of 0-20 m in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 6 Experiment site 

 
Figure 7 SNR of measured raw interference signal 
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Using the algorithm in this study, the trend 
comparison graph between the retrieved and the 
in-situ tide is obtained. As Figure 9 (a) shows that the 
retrieved and in-situ tide have a good agreement. The 
experimental station's wind speed record is displayed 
in Figure 9 (b). It is important to note that the 
measurements differ significantly around November 
7. This is because the wind speed is stronger at this 
time (above 15m/s), which causes the signal 
character component to weaken and impact the 
measurement. Finally, the measurement error is 

shown in Figure 9 (c). 

4. Results 

To create the scatter plot seen in Figure 10, we use 
the retrieved tide as the Y-axis and the in-situ tide as 
the X-axis. The results reveal that the points are 
essentially distributed along the reference line X=Y, 
demonstrating a strong connection between the 
retrieved and observed tides. The measured and 
retrieved tides have a 0.89 correlation, and the RMSE 
is 0.23 m.

 

Figure 8 IMF and LSP spectrum for raw interference signal SNR 
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Figure 9 (a) Retrieved and in-situ tide change with time, (b) in-situ wind speed 
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Figure 10 Scatter of retrieved and in-situ tide 

5. Discussion 

Since it was used for ground tracking, GNSS-IR 
has been extensively used in tide measurement. The 
benefits of GNSS-IR tide survey over conventional 
tide survey methods include easy installation and a 
large measuring window. This paper collects 
interference signals created by reflected on the sea 
surface and direct signals and records them in the 
form of SNR in order to further lower the monitoring 
cost. This paper's simulation and experiment confirm 
the viability of using low-cost GNSS receivers for 
measuring tides, which successfully enables 
widespread station dissemination. 

More precise tide measurement can be obtained at 
a reduced expense by integrating GNSS-IR altimetry 
technology with conventional GNSS receivers. 
Additionally, the time needed to distribute tidal 
measuring stations based on GNSS-IR can be 
shortened while reducing the complexity of 
development. It is a significant area for growth in the 
realm of remote sensing. 

6. Conclusion 

There has been extensive usage of GNSS-IR 
retrieval of in-shore tide variations. In this study, a 
low-cost GNSS chipset is employed for tidal 
measurement in an effort to address issues with high 
cost, challenging large-scale receiver architecture, 
and the effect of storm surge on inversion accuracy. 

In this study, the raw SNR of GNSS interference 
signals was deposed into its various frequency 
components using EMD, and the estimated 
frequencies of the various signals were determined 
using LSP. In order to completely remove the impact 
of wild points and storm surge on measurement 
accuracy, the sinusoidal fitting approach was 
adopted.The single board utilized in this study costs 
less than 1000 RMB, and using only one antenna can 
further cut costs. Also, this inexpensive GNSS 
receiver and GNSS-IR technology combined can 
significantly lessen the issues with measurement 
precision brought on by crustal displacement, which 
is a common tendency of future growth. 
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Abstract—To investigate the vision-based autonomous landing
of fixed-wing aircraft, we propose a photorealistic simulation
platform that leverages ROS, Unreal Engine, and Pixhawk 4.
This platform adopts a software-in-the-loop model consisting
of rendering, control, communication, and sensor modules. To
achieve realistic rendering control, the seawater hydrodynamics
and fixed-wing aircraft dynamics are modeled. Based on the plat-
form, we create simulation scenarios under different weather and
disturbance conditions for autonomous landing of the aircraft
carrier. The platform solves the problem that datasets of related
scenes are difficult to collect and experiments are difficult to carry
out. To verify the developability of the platform, we design and
implement a runway line feature point extraction method (vision-
based pose estimation algorithm), and evaluate the performance
of the method under various conditions. Experiments show that
our software-in-the-loop platform enables vision-based algorithm
verification and supports simulation research for the autonomous
landing of fixed-wing aircraft.

Keywords—Photorealistic, Simulation platform, Fixed-wing air-
craft, Landing

I. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of aircraft landing on ships has undergone

various stages, starting with the Landing Signals Officer (LSO)

method, followed by the implementation of optical landing aid

systems and finally, the advent of all-weather landing systems.

In the early days of naval aviation, the LSO method was uti-

lized to guide aircraft during landing, however, this approach

was limited in its applicability due to the high speed of aircraft

during the landing process. The 1960s saw the introduction of

the Fresnel Lens Optical Landing System (FLOLS), which

continues to be in use today, however, its shortcoming lies in

the limited penetration and visibility of the light during cloudy

weather conditions. To address this issue, long-range optical

landing aid system [1] [2] was developed in the 1990s that uti-

lized the superior penetration and straightness of laser beams

to provide the pilot with landing information from a greater

distance. Simultaneously, the All Weather Carrier Landing

System (AWCLS) with a higher degree of autonomy has also

matured, with a precision tracking radar on the carrier deck

serving as its core component. The precision tracking radar

measures the aircraft’s motion and uses predictive estimation

methods, such as Kalman filtering and neural networks, to

compensate for interferences signals, such as deck motion, and

assist the pilot in completing the landing operation. Recently,

to address the challenges posed by unknown or GNSS-rejected

environments, and strong electronic interference, the landing

scheme has evolved from relying on single sensors to utilizing

a multi-sensor approach. Among these, vision-based landing

schemes have garnered increased attention from researchers

[3]. Vision-based autonomous landing involves the use of an

airborne camera to acquire image information of the target

and then, through image processing techniques, calculates the

relative attitude of the aircraft and the deck. The calculated

attitude information is then transmitted to the flight control

system to complete the autonomous landing process. Vision-

based autonomous landing offers advantages such as low cost

[4], high autonomy [5], and rich information [6].

Several institutions have undertaken research on vision-based
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landing and achieved noteworthy results. McCarthy et al. [5]

explored the feasibility of a vision-based landing scheme for

autonomous control and feedback. Zhang et al. [6] proposed

the use of airborne forward-looking camera-acquired images

to extract various navigation information, such as attitude

and position, through a significance analysis method based

on spectral residuals. Long et al. [4] analyzed the benefits

of vision-based landing from the perspectives of low cost

and anti-jamming capabilities. Additionally, they also dis-

cussed the design considerations for integrating vision-based

schemes with radar-based and other schemes for landing.

There have also been numerous studies dedicated to enhancing

the performance of algorithms for feature extraction and pose

estimation during landing [7] [8]. However, due to the absence

of the high-fidelity simulation platform, many of the current

algorithms for autonomous landing on aircraft carriers have

not been tested in a relatively realistic simulation environment.

The landing datasets utilized for testing purposes often have

limited views or lack images of the moving ocean, and are usu-

ally of a single type, precluding experimentation under varying

weather and disturbance conditions. Thus, the development

of a high-fidelity simulation platform would greatly benefit

research into vision-based carrier landing. Based on the above

considerations, the simulation platform for autonoumous land-

ing must have the following requirements: (1) It should reflect

the dynamic characteristics and environmental characteristics

of a real aircraft carrier as much as possible. (2)It should

support algorithm verification and be able to generate datasets

in different environments, e.g, different weather and different

disturbance conditions.

Based on the above motivation, we build a simulation platform

for autonomous landing of fixed-wing aircraft that has near-

realistic rendering and dynamic models. To achieve photore-

alism, we model the dynamics of seawater and fixed-wing

aircraft. This dynamic modeling simplifies the calculation

process and reduces the resource consumption of rendering

scenes on the premise of ensuring simulation accuracy. The

platform implements software-in-the-loop from sensor, com-

munication, control, and rendering modules. Finally, we use

the platform to make various datasets. Based on different

trajectories and weather conditions, we carried out the runway

line reconstruction method to achieve pose estimation.

One of the ideal trajectories of aircraft landing is shown in

Figure 1.

Ship

1000m

Miss approaching

152m

Fig. 1. Fixed-wing aircraft landing process diagram

The main contributions of our work are summarized as fol-

lows.

• We develop a photorealistic simulation platform for the

autonomous landing of fixed-wing aircraft, which enables

near-realistic rendering and dynamic models. This plat-

form implements software-in-the-loop from sensor, com-

munication, control, and rendering modules. We generate

autonomous landing datasets under various weather(rain,

fog) and disturbance conditions(random noise, horizontal

noise lines) based on this platform.

• To model a photorealistic simulation scenario, we im-

plement dynamic modeling for seawater and fixed-wing

aircraft in the proposed platform. Meanwhile, our mod-

eling considers the balance between photorealism and

operational efficiency.

• With various experiments on our proposed platform, we

demonstrate that the platform can be used to collect

aircraft carrier landing datasets under various external

conditions and support advanced algorithm development.

This solves difficulties associated with datasets creation

and simulation experiments in the field of fixed-wing

landing on aircraft carrier.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section

II introduces related work in the field of simulation platforms,

seawater dynamics modeling and pose estimation. Section

III introduces the architecture of the proposed simulation

platform. Section IV introduces the dynamic modeling and

implementation of seawater and fixed-wing aircraft. Section

V introduces the runway line reconstruction method. Section

VI describes the experimental portion of the study. Section

VII summarizes our work and proposes future work.

II. RELATED WORK

Aircraft simulation platform. Due to their excellent devel-

opability, most simulation platforms are based on ROS using

Linux systems [9] [10] [11]. Tim et al. [12]developed a fixed-

wing simulation platform. It is a classic project often used

to teach novice engineers how to develop drone simulation

platforms. However, it lacks the implementation of high-level

algorithms. Xiao et al. [13]implemented a powerful UAV sim-

ulation platform XTDrone which is based on ROS and PX4.

This platform supports SLAM algorithms such as VIO, as well

as multi-UAV path planning. However, Gazebo’s rendering

falls short of photorealism. Shital Shah [14] et al. completed

a great simulation platform AirSim, which combines the

excellent visualization capability of Unreal Engine with its

own dynamics and control system. However, AirSim is not

suitable for all scenarios due to its limited vehicle and drone

models. For example, it only supports quadrotor aircraft and

does not implement a fixed-wing dynamic model. Integrating

the previous work, we complete a photorealistic simulation

platform for the autonomous landing of fixed-wing aircraft.

Dynamics modeling. In the field of sea surface dynamics

modeling, modeling and animating the ocean’s surface, mainly
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Fig. 2. Platform architecture

TABLE I
DISPLAY FORM OF AIRCRAFT CARRIER LANDING PLATFORM SUPPORT FUNCTIONS

Weather simulation Interference simulation Customizable dynamics model Track control Supported sensors

rain, fog, snow random, horizontal fixed-wing, quadrotor real-time, pre-planning camera, IMU

1 Random is Gaussian random noise. The pixels in a unit area share the same noise value that satisfies the Gaussian random distribution.
2 Horizontal is the horizontal noise line. The horizontal noise lines increase the noise area on the horizontal line.
3 The fixed-wing dynamic model has now implemented the Cessna C-172.
4 Real-time track control relies on the keyboard. Meanwhile, the pre-planning of trajectories relies on QGroundContronl.

rely on two approaches: 1) the approximation of ocean dynam-

ics with parametric, spectral or hybrid models and the use of

empirical laws from oceanographic research. and 2) physics-

based methods that use Navier–Stokes equations to represent

breaking waves and, more generally, ocean surfaces near the

shore. For example, Mark et al. [15] proposes different models

for global ocean modeling at different resolution requirements.

The model can simulate climate change and eddy current

activity. However, it cannot be used for rendering pipelines

and simulation scenes due to their computational complexity.

Considering the balance between photorealism and operational

efficiency, we decided to use the sea surface height function

[16] to simulate the ocean surface and ship motion. In the

field of fixed-wing dynamics modeling, there are many mature

theories and models. We chose the most classic one, Cessna

C-172 [17]

III. SIMULATION PLATFORM

In this section, we first describe the structure of the platform.

Then, we introduce the modules that make up the platform in

detail, such as the rendering module, control and communica-

tion module, and sensor module.

A. Platform architecture

Table I shows the functions currently supported by our plat-

form. Figure 2 shows the detailed architecture of the simula-

tion platform. The platform contains rendering, communica-

tion, control, and sensor modules. Among them, the commu-

nication module mainly uses the Mavlink protocol and topic

communication. The bottom layer motor of the control module

is simulated by PX4 SITL, and the upper QGroundControl is

used to plan the flight path of the aircraft. XTDrone is used

for SLAM algorithm development. The aircraft flight status is

sent to Gazebo for display. The rendering module reads the

aircraft states from Gazebo and synchronously displays them

in the scene simulated in Unreal Engine. The sensor module

mainly includes the camera. The platform can feed back the

pose information of the sensor module to the rendering module

through the control and communication module. The above

modules construct a software-in-the-loop pipeline.

B. Rendering module

1) Rendering in Unreal Engine: Modern visual engines, such

as Unreal Engine, exhibit far better visual performance than

Gazebo, which is used for robot simulation display on the

Linux platform. An important reason is that the former realizes

ray tracing and physics-based rendering. We are able to sculpt

realistic models in professional modeling software such as

Blender. We can provide normal maps, specular maps, and

noise maps to render models and obtain near-realistic materials

[18].

C. Control and communication module

The underlying flight control and dynamics model are imple-

mented based on PX4. The upper-layer communication scripts,

control algorithms, and state estimation are implemented by

XTdrone. The communication between the aircraft and the
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simulation scene in Gazebo is realized through the Mavros

module of ROS. Topic communication is used between nodes,

and the specific message format can refer to [13]. At the same

time, we realize point-to-point flight control and modification

of flight parameters through QGroundControl.

D. Sensor module

A real camera has many parameters, such as external pa-

rameters, internal parameters, and distortion. Therefore, the

parameters of the simulated camera used by the platform are

similar. The internal parameters of the camera are:

fx = fy =
Width/2

tan(fov/2)
(1)

K =





fx 0 Width
2

0 fy
High

2
0 0 1



 (2)

In the formula, width and high are the length and width of the

photo, and fov is the camera field of view.

The camera distortion parameters default to 0, which can be

customized in [14].

IV. DYNAMICS MODELING

In this section, we introduce the principles and implementation

of seawater dynamics modeling and fixed-wing dynamics

modeling. The state variables used in the derivation process

can be found in Table II.

TABLE II
THE VARIABLES USED IN THE DERIVATION PROCESS

Variables Description

ρ, u, p Fluid density, fluid velocity and pressure

µ, φ, g Fluid viscosity, velocity potential, gravitational acceleration

U U = gh is the gravitational potential of the fluid
h is the sea level

k The wave vector, which points in the direction of

the motion of the wave, k =
2π
λ

, λ is wavelength

ι ι = v2

g
,v is the wind speed

ω,w,A Angular frequency, wind direction, seawater amplitude

θ θ is theangle between wave vector and wind direction

F i Inertial coordinate system(North-East-Down)

F v Aircraft coordinate system as Figure 3(a)

Aircraft-1 coordinate system as Figure 3(b).

F v1 The F v1 coordinate system is obtained by rotating F v

coordinate system around the Kv-axis by an angle ψ

Aircraft-2 coordinate system as Figure 3(c).

F v2 The F v2 coordinate system is obtained by rotating F v1

coordinate system around the jv1-axis by an angle θ

F b Body coordinate system as Figure 3(d)

Pn, Pe, Pd The inertial north, east, down of the MAV along

the ii, ji, ki axis in the F i coordinate system

u, v, w velocity along ib, jb, kb axis in F bcoordinate system

φ, θ, ϕ Roll, Pitch, Yaw angle

p, q, r Roll, Pitch, Yaw velocity along the ib, jb,kb axis

in the F bcoordinate system

A. Seawater hydrodynamic modeling

In the selected scene, the datasets images are mostly images of

the ocean, so it is important to render high-fidelity seawater.

We make the following assumptions:(1) Seawater is an incom-

pressible fluid. (2) The current of seawater does not cross. (3)

The density of seawater is constant. (4) Turbulence is ignored.

From the Navier-Stokes equation and the fluid continuity

equation, under the above assumptions, the mass conservation

and momentum conservation constraints of seawater can be

obtained:
{

∂φ
∂t + 1

2 (▽φ)
2 = −U − p

▽2φ = 0
(3)

According to plane wave theory and substituting into the

directional wave spectrum (Philippe spectrum), combined with

the empirical formula of ocean statistics [19], the approximate

solution of the sea surface height can be obtained:

h(x, t) =

√

A

2
(εr + iεi)

∑

k

|k · w|

k2
e

i
kι (4)

where x are sea level coordinates and εi, εr ∼ N(0, 1) are

normally distributed random numbers. For a more detailed

proof of the seawater height function, refer to [16]. Then,

we use the height function in Unreal Engine to simulate

fluctuating sea surface.

B. Fixed-wing aircraft dynamics modeling

The coordinate systems we used are shown in Figure 3, in

which Figure 3(e) shows the definition of the aircraft motion

axis. For fixed-wing aircraft, the dynamic system is highly

relative to the control system.

There is a relationship of :

Rb
v(ϕ, θ, ψ) = Rb

v1(ϕ)R
v2
v1(θ)R

v1
b (ψ), and the transformation

matrix from the aircraft coordinate system F v to the body

coordinate system F b is:

Rb
v(ϕ, θ, ψ) =

[

cθcψ cθsψ −sθ

sϕsθcψ − cϕsψ sϕsθsψ − cθcψ sϕcθ

cθsθcψ + sϕsψ cϕsθsψ − sϕcψ cϕcθ

]

(5)

By linking the translation velocity and position, the constraints

of position can be obtained:

d

dt

[

Pn

Pe

Pd

]

= (Rb
v)

T

[

u

v

w

]

(6)

When the plane is performing translational motion, combined

with Newton’s second law, the force and velocity in body

coordinates, as shown in Figure 3(d) can be expressed as:

m(
dVb

g

dtb
+ ωb

b/i × V b
g ) = f b (7)

where V b
g = (u, v, w)T ,ωb

b/i = (p, q, r)T .
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(a) aircraft coordinate (b) aircraft-1 coordinate (c) aircraft-2 coordinate (d) body coordinate (e) motion axis

Fig. 3. Definition of the coordinate systems

and f b = (fx, fy, fz)
T represents the sum of all external forces

in the body coordinate system. After substituting Formula (7)

for simplification, we can obtain the velocity constraints:

d

dt





u
v
w



 =





rv − qw
pw − ru
qu− pv



+
1

m





fx
fy
fz



 (8)

In the same way, combined with the angular momentum and

angular velocity projection, the constraint of the aircraft’s

rotational motion can be obtained as:

d

dt





p
q
r



 =





Γ1pq − Γ2qr + Γ3l + Γ4n
Γ5pr − Γ6(p

2 − r2) + m
Jy

Γ7pq − Γ1qr + Γ4l + Γ8n



 (9)

where:



















Γ1 =
Jxz(Jx−Jy+Jz)

Γ ,Γ2 =
Jz(Jz−Jy)+J2

xz

Γ

Γ3 = Jz

Γ ,Γ4 = Jxz

Γ ,Γ5 = Jz−Jx

Jy

Γ6 = Jxz

Jy
,Γ7 =

(Jx−Jy)Jx+Jxz2

Γ ,Γ8 = Jx

Γ

Γ = JxJz − J2
xz

(10)

and:

J =





Jx −Jxy −Jxz
−Jxy Jy −Jyz
−Jxz −Jyz Jz



 (11)

where J is the rotational inertia matrix of the aircraft, in

which the diagonal elements Jx, Jy, Jz are inertial momentum,

and the off-diagonal elements are inertial products. The above

equations (6)(8)(9) give the fixed-wing aircraft’s kinematic and

dynamic constraints of 6-DOF and 12-states, respectively. The

detailed derivation process can be found in [12]. Numerical

solvers that simulate rigid body dynamics use the open dy-

namics engine(ODE) [20].

V. VISION-BASED POSE ESTIMATION ALGORITHM FOR

PLATFORM VERIFICATION

In this section, we first introduce the algorithm pipline for esti-

mating the aircraft attitude in the fixed-wing landing scenario.

Next, we briefly describe the implementation details and code

of the algorithm.

A. Method and algorithm pipeline

The pipeline design of our method is shown in Figure 4. First

we need a target detection algorithm to process the image

frames of the datasets to obtain the region of interest (ROI)

of the aircraft carrier. In view of the requirement for real-time

operation during the landing process, the target detection of the

first step of the algorithm must not drag down performance.

The simulation environment utilized in this study has a render-

ing pipeline established in Unreal Engine, yielding a maximum

output frame rate of 60 frames per second (FPS). As a result,

it is necessary to select a target detection algorithm with

sufficient operational efficiency, specifically, a rate greater than

60 FPS. After conducting a thorough evaluation, YOLOv5 is

deemed an appropriate choice, as it has a maximum frame

rate of 140 FPS and demonstrate satisfactory performance in

detecting small targets. Next, we binarize the ROI and perform

edge detection and corner extraction on the binary image.

Then, we use a priori infomation to obtain the priori region

of the runway line and use this region to filter out the corner

points. Finally, we use the corner points to reconstruct the

new runway line, find the endpoints, and run the Perspective-

n-Point algorithm [21] to determine the pose estimation. The

algorithm pipeline is shown in Algorithm 1.

Edge filtering

 Method pipline 

ROI 

detection

Edge detection

Hough transform

The priori 

region of 

runway 

line New 

runway 

line  

Pose 

estimation

divide

reconstruct
Feature 

points

Filtered 

edge

Corner detection
Selected 

corner

select

Fig. 4. Pipeline of the proposed method

B. Details of the algorithm

After we obtain the region of interest(ROI) of the airport

runway, we also get the pixel height and width of the aircraft

carrier in the picture, which are recorded as Height and Width.

After preliminary experiments, we find that due to blurry

pictures in the ROI area and many interference lines, the edge

detection has the following problems: (1) The detected runway

edge is not a complete straight line but is instead composed

of multiple small line segments oriented in slightly different

directions; (2) the edges of other parts of the carrier can also
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Algorithm 1: Method pipeline

Data: datasets collected based on the platform

Result: Pose of Euler Angles

while 1 in all frames do

// In this example we use YOLOv5

Object Detection;

threshold() and medianBlur();

Canny() HoughLinesP();

SelectEdge() and SetArea();

img = cornerHarris();

Normalize();

for pixel in img do
if (pixel.color > threshold and is inarea(pixel)

== True) then

add pixel to Points[];

end

end

// New runway line fitting

Reconstruction::RANSAC(Points[]);

// Pose estimation

SolvePnP();

end

be detected, which introduces noise to the runway line edge

detection. Based on the above facts, we decided to jointly use

Canny [22] operator edge detection, Hough Transform [23],

and Harris corner detection [24].

The constraints we use to filter runway lines are:

{

θǫ(θmin, θmax)

Lǫ(Lmin, Lmax)
(12)

As shown in Formula (12), θ is the horizontal angle of the

line, where θmin and θmax are the angle ranges of the aircraft

carrier runway line under the current trajectory. L is the length

of the line, where Lmax is the maximum length. According

to the runway line length of the real model of the aircraft

carrier, Lmax = 0.6∗Width ( Width is the width of the ROI),

and Lmin is the minimum length of the edge line. We take

a empirical value for the minimum length. For each edge of

the runway line chosen, we establish a rectangle where the

rectangle is oriented along the direction of the edge. The ideal

runway area can be obtained by superimposing all rectangles.

This step is shown in Figure 5.

C. Runway line reconstruction

We use a priori region, which is shown in Figure 5, to

filter corners and group them into sets {Sa}, {Sb}. Then we

use the RANSAC algorithm to mitigate the outliers.As long

as the new runway line is constructed, we also obtain the

endpoints of the runway line. We denote these endpoints

as P0, P1, P2, P3. Because the camera intrinsic matrix K is

known, the real coordinates and the accurate pixel coordinates

The edge of the runway 

line in the actual scene

The priori region of 

runway line that we 

genarate

The reserved straight line

The straight line that does 

not meet the conditions

Fig. 5. Edge selection and runway division

of the four points P0, P1, P2, P3 are also known, and we apply

the Perspective-n-Point algorithm to estimate the camera pose.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we first introduce the software and hardware

configuration. Then, we show the details of the simulation

environment construction. Next, we describe the experimental

steps of the algorithm. Furthermore, we conduct experiments

under different weather conditions and trajectories and eval-

uate the performance of the algorithm in different situations.

This demonstrates that our platform can support experiments

under a variety of conditions and further supports algorithm

development and verification.

A. Configuration

1) Software: The software environment is Ubuntu 18.04,

Python version 3.7.2, AirSim version 1.7.0 [14], Unreal Engine

4.25 [25], ROS-neotic [26],PX4, Gazebo9.1, QGroundControl,

and XTDrone [13].

2) Hardware: The hardware equipment used in this exper-

iment includes an Nvidia RTX2060 GPU and an Intel(R)

Core(TM) i7-10875H CPU @ 2.30GHz.

B. Construction details of the aircraft carrier fixed-wing land-

ing environment

In this section, we briefly describe the simulation environment

components.

1) Construction of a photorealistic sea: Using the height

function in formula 4, we can generate the height spectrum in

Unreal Engine and then obtain the offset spectrum. Knowing

the offset spectrum, we implement IFFT to obtain the (x, y, z)

offset. The offset is superimposed to obtain the offset texture

and then the normal texture can be calculated through the

offset texture. Finally, we use the normal texture for rendering.

This process is shown in Figure 6. Considering the aircraft

carrier as a rigid body with a center of mass, and assigning

the offset in the Z direction of one point to the center of mass,

the vibration of the aircraft carrier deck at sea can be roughly

simulated. In addition, to get the photorealistic seawater in

Unreal Engine, we also need to set the water depth, caustics,

and foam. The final built sea surface is ideal (without shoals,

edges, and rapids), as shown in Figure 7.
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Fig. 6. Normal texture of the generated seawater

Fig. 7. Ideal sea rendering in Unreal Engine

2) Other details of the aircraft carrier fixed-wing landing

environment: The prototype of the aircraft carrier used in

the simulation is the Nimitz Class Aircraft Carrier, as shown

in figure 8(a). The fighter prototype used for landing is the

Lockheed Martin F-35 Lightning II, as shown in Figure 8(b).

In addition, to simplify the experiment, for the fixed-wing

dynamic model we temporarily use the Cessna C-172.

(a) Nimitz Class Aircraft Carrier (b) Lockheed Martin F-35 Light-
ning

Fig. 8. Aircraft carrier and fixed-wing aircraft prototype display

3) The trade-off between photorealism and operational effi-

ciency: Datasets rendering supports various resolutions (360P,

480P, 1080P, 2K, 4K). The higher the resolution is, the higher

the computing power required for rendering. The relatively

simple dynamic modeling of the sea surface and fixed wings

can significantly reduce the computing power requirements for

rendering and improve the frame rate performance, but it will

lose the realism of the picture. Table III shows the relationship

between the frame rate and resolution under the current

experimental environment. In this table, we compare our

platform’s fixed-wing landing scenario, the default scenario in

Gazebo, and the Airsim scenario based on our platform with

the fixed-wing dynamics removed. Obviously, compared to

Gazebo, we sacrifice operating efficiency for the improvement

of photorealism. At the same time, the frame rate of our

platform is not much different from that of native AirSim

at high resolution. This means that the platform achieves the

need for a customizable fixed-wing dynamic model without

sacrificing operational efficiency. In addition, the frame rate

performance of the current environment at high resolution

(1080P) can meet most of the experimental requirements.

TABLE III
THE FRAME RATE PERFORMANCE OF OUR ENVIRONMENT UNDER

DIFFERENT RESOLUTION REQUIREMENTS

Resolution 480P 720P 1080P 2K No-re Fixed-wing

Ours 39 34 15 7 20 X

Gazebo 100+ 84 67 NULL 60 X

Airsim 41 36 16 7 23 ✘

1 The unit of frame rate is FPS. When rendering the datasets, the
environment is not displayed in real time.
2 No-re refers to the frame rate at which the platform is running without
rendering the datasets.
3 NULL indicates that the current scene cannot perfectly support the
condition.

C. Vision-based pose estimation algorithm implementation

In this part, we control the fixed-wing aircraft to fly a fixed

trajectory in QGroundControl and generate datasets. Subse-

quently, we implement our algorithms based on the above

datasets and analyze the results of the experiment.

1) Flight demonstration: We show the entire process of a

fixed-wing aircraft from take-off to landing along a fixed

trajectory in a demo video. The flight trajectory is controlled

by QGroundControl. The coordinates of the ideal flight landing

point in the Unreal Engine world scene are (0, 0, 24.3) (the

above coordinate units have been converted to meters). Figure

9(a) shows the trajectory of the aircraft. The landing algorithm

uses the PX4 default method AUTO LAND. The dynamic of

the fixed-wing aircraft uses the classic Cessna C-172 [27].

Figure 9(b) shows the flight demonstration with the depth

image, camera image and semantic segmentation image.

(a) QGroundControl (b) Unreal Engine

Fig. 9. The trajectory shown in QGroundControl and the corresponding flight
process in Unreal Engine

2) Datasets generation: For the multiconditional experiments

in the next section, we generate datasets of fixed-wing aircraft

landings on the deck of an aircraft carrier under different

trajectories, weather(rain, fog) and interference conditions

(random noise, horizon noise lines), as shown in Table IV.

3) Vision-based pose estimation algorithm: Figure 10 shows

the complete pipeline for runway line feature extraction. Con-

sidering the layout space, the pictures, except for Figure 10(a)

, only show the region of interest. Among them, Figure 10(a)

is the YOLO recognition result, Figure 10(b) is the binarized

image, Figure 10(c) is the result of the edge detection and

Figure 10(d) is the line detection based on the edge detection
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TABLE IV
THE FORMAT OF THE DATASETS CONFIGURATION

Size TimeStamp POS X POS Y POS Z

210 168988397609 5.27 -1.945 -9.99

Q W Q X Q Y Q Z Condition

-0.02542 0.02811 0.001381 -0.999 rain, fog, noise

image. Figure 10(e) is the corner detection result, the red

dots are the points used for RANSAC. Figure 10(f) is the

runway line fitting result. The algorithms effectively extract

the features of the runway line in the distance.

(a) region of interest

(b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 10. The whole process of runway line feature extraction using the vision-
based pose estimation algorithm

4) Pose estimation: Based on the extracted feature points with

known world coordinates and pixel coordinates, we run the

Perspective-n-Point algorithm. We compare the pose estima-

tion and the ground truth in pitch, roll, and yaw in Figure 11.

When the aircraft is diving and descending towards the aircraft

carrier, the error in the pitch and roll directions is between 5

degrees, but the error in the yaw direction is higher than 10

degrees. At the same time, as time progresses, as the aircraft

approaches the aircraft carrier, the error of pose estimation

tends to decrease. Obviously, it can be seen that the trend of the

curve is consistent with the ground truth, which indicates that

the feature points we extracted are valid. However, our method

for pose estimation has better performance in the near space,

but the accuracy decreases in the distance. This is because

the Perspective-n-Point algorithm is not sufficiently accurate

with fewer points, and we do not utilize multisensor fusion to

design feedback for the elimination of errors.

D. Vision-based pose estimation algorithm under various con-

ditions

We design two different flight trajectories. The landing points

of both trajectories are (0, 0, 24.3). The first trajectory lands

directly on the aircraft carrier, and the start recording point

is (0,1000, 153), while the second trajectory lands on the

side of the aircraft carrier, and the start recording point is

(200, 1000, 153). Table V shows the performance of the

algorithm under different weather conditions(normal, rain,

fog), different interference conditions (normal, random noise,

horizontal noise lines), and different trajectories (trajectory I,

trajectory II). The criteria Ps, ∆error for evaluating the quality

of feature point extraction follow the formula:

{

Ps = Ns/N

∆error = 1
n

∑n
i

√

(xi − x)2 + (yi − y)2
(13)

where Ns is the number of datasets from which feature

points are successfully extracted, and N is the size of the

datasets. Meanwhile, (xi, yi) are the pixel coordinates of the

extracted feature points, and (x, y) are their corresponding

real pixel coordinates. n is the set of extracted feature points.

Furthermore, we present a set of representative recognition

images in Fig 12 to show the influence of different external

conditions on the algorithm.

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE OF THE ALGORITHM UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS

Trajectory Weather Interference Ps ∆error Degree

I(facing) normal normal 0.829 5.23 0
I(facing) normal random 0.814 35.9 3
I(facing) normal horizontal 0.819 24.2 2
I(facing) rain normal 0.543 7.93 2
I(facing) fog normal 0.362 17.7 4
II(oblique) normal normal 0.733 12.4 1
II(oblique) normal random 0.700 44.7 4
II(oblique) normal horizontal 0.719 39.9 3
II(oblique) rain normal 0.476 18.6 3
II(oblique) fog normal 0.333 22.5 5

1 In Trajectory I, the aircraft is facing the aircraft carrier. While, the
aircraft in trajectory II is on the oblique side of the aircraft carrier.
2 Ps represents the runway feature points extraction success rate.
3 ∆error represents the feature point average pixel error.
4 normal is the ideal situation with no weather disturbances or noise.
5 Random is Gaussian random noise. Random noise is Gaussian random
noise. The pixels in a unit area share the same noise value that satisfies
the Gaussian random distribution.
6 Horizontal is the horizontal noise line. The horizontal noise lines increase
the noise area on the horizontal line.
7 Degree is a qualitative reference compared to ideal, describing the effect
of trajectory, weather, noise, etc. on algorithm performance. Degree is
divided into 5 levels from 0 to 5.

The results in Table V and Fig 12 show that the trajectory,

simulated weather, and interference noise all affect the extrac-

tion of runway line feature points for the algorithm. From the

perspective of weather, in rainy conditions, raindrops block

the target, which reduces the success rate of feature point

extraction, but the accuracy of point extraction is not affected.

However, in foggy weather, the visibility in the environment

is reduced, which has a great impact on both target detection

and feature point extraction. Next, from the perspective of

noise, under random noise conditions, the picture distortion is

serious, and the success rate of feature point extraction remains

unchanged, but the accuracy is greatly reduced. Compared

with random noise, the horizontal noise lines perform better

because the noise only exists in the horizontal direction. In

addition, due to the threshold setting inside the algorithm, the

different trajectories selected will also affect the performance

of the algorithm.
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(a) Ground truth vs estimated pose in roll (b) Ground truth vs estimated pose in pitch (c) Ground truth vs estimated pose in yaw

Fig. 11. Comparison of the pose estimation results under three rotation angles

(a) Normal conditions

Recognition resultRandom noise

(b) Random noise

Recognition resultRain

(c) Rain

Recognition result

(d) Fog

Recognition result

horizon

(e) Horizon noise lines

Fig. 12. The performance of the algorithm under different conditions

Fig. 13. Pose estimation results for various situations in trajectory II

The figure 13 demonstrates the aircraft carrier landing pose

estimation results in trajectory II (To facilitate analysis, we

apply mean filtering to the pose estimation results). The pose

estimation results are compared under different interference

scenarios, including normal, foggy, rainy, horizontal noise,

and random noise. It is observed that the accuracy of feature

point extraction significantly impacts the accuracy of the pose

estimation results. Under normal conditions, where the feature

point extraction accuracy is high, the pose estimation results

are in good agreement with the ground truth value. Conversely,

in foggy weather conditions with the lowest extraction ac-

curacy of feature points, the pose estimation results deviate

the most. Furthermore,Table VI displays the absolute error

of the pose estimation results in each direction. When the

accuracy of feature point extraction is low, the results of pose

estimation will lose their reference significance. Hence, to

improve the accuracy of pose estimation, it is recommended

to use more feature points to solve the pose and select a better

pose estimation algorithm.

Thus far, we have completed the design, implementation, and

evaluation of the vision-based pose estimation algorithm on

the photorealistic simulation platform.
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TABLE VI
POSE ESTIMATION ERROR FOR VARIOUS SITUATION

Trajectory Weather Interference ∆in Roll ∆in Pitch ∆in Yaw

II normal normal 4.23 6.91 2.64
II normal random 12.78 17.23 7.33
II normal horizontal 8.44 9.14 9.61
II rain normal 4.55 7.44 3.95
II fog normal 23.11 34.61 45.89

1 This table provides a complementary error analysis of the pose estima-
tion results presented in Figure 13.
2 The dataset used for test comprises 150 frames.
3 ∆ denotes the average of the absolute error between the estimated and
true attitude values.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we develop a photorealistic simulation plat-

form for the autonomous landing of fixed-wing aircraft,

which has near-realistic rendering and dynamic models. The

platform solves the problems that the aircraft carrier deck

landing datasets is difficult to produce and advanced ex-

periments are difficult to carry out. At the same time, by

testing algorithms under various conditions, we show that

our software-in-the-loop platform can be used for algorithm

verification and advanced development. We share demo videos

and datasets datasets at https://github.com/U201613306/flight-

demonstration.git

In future work, we plan to further enhance the platform by

incorporating additional sensor simulations onto the existing

infrastructure. Additionally, we intend to design a multi-sensor

fusion experiment [28] in order to evaluate the functionality

of the simulation module. At present, the simulation of the sea

surface on the platform does not take into account the impact

of sea conditions. As a result, we aim to simulate typical sea

conditions by incorporating noise maps into the simulation.
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Abstract：Robust estimation has been extensively 
employed and developed in the integrated navigation 
of Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers and 
Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS) Inertial 
Measurement Unit (IMU). To further reduce or even 
eliminate the influence of abnormal measurements 
from GPS receivers/MEMS IMU, the range 
measurements of Ultra-Wideband (UWB) are 
introduced. This article proposes a GPS/MEMS 
IMU/UWB tightly coupled integrated navigation with 
robust Kalman filter based on bifactor. The proposed 
model consists of two main components: one is the 
detection of gross errors, which involves constructing 
an equivalent weight matrix based on bifactor weight 
elements; and another is estimation, from which the 
optimal estimation results are obtained. Finally, the 
simulated test and field test are carried out to verify 
the proposed model, and the effectively results of the 
new robust Kalman filter are drawn. 

Keywords: Tightly coupled integrated navigation 
system; Bifactor weight model; Abnormal 
measurements; Robust estimation 

1 Introduction 

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) 

receivers and Micro-Electro-Mechanical System 
(MEMS IMU) are commonly employed for providing 
position, velocity and attitude information for moving 
platform (Han and Wang 2017). Meanwhile, GNSS 
receivers have been widely used for vehicles 
navigating with the help of MEMS IMUs or other 
sensors, which can generally obtain sub-meter-level 
positioning accuracy in open-sky environments, it 
faces challenges in urban canyons, tunnels, bridges, 
and indoor areas where the GNSS signals will be 
interfered, cut off, or even unavailable (An et. al 
2019; Luo and Wang 2017). High-accuracy 
positioning results will be obtained from GNSS can 
reduce or eliminate the accumulated systematic errors 
over time associated with MEMS IMUs (Chen et. al 
2021). Ultra-Wideband (UWB) technology has been 
shown effective in compensating measurement errors 
and improving positioning performance of 
GNSS/MEMS IMU integrated systems (Zhang et. al 
2020a, 2020b; Wang et. al 2022; Zhong et. al 2020). 

Compared with the integration of GNSS and 
MEMS IMU, an integrated GNSS/MEMS 
IMU/UWB system (Chen et. al 2021; Zhang et. al 
2020a; Sun et. al 2022; Li et. al 2016; Jiang et. al 
2021) offers better control the influence of gross 
errors, and achieves a higher positioning accuracy (Li 
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et. al 2018). The Kalman filter is commonly used for 
integrated navigation to obtain optimal estimation, 
under the assumption of normal distributions for 
measurement and state vectors. Researchers have 
developed various models and systems to control the 
divergence of positioning errors and improve the 
reliability of state estimation, such as fading adaptive 
Kalman filtering model, factor graph, adaptive 
filtering model and robust estimation model (Luo et. 
al 2017; Yang et. al 2010). Sun et al. (2022) proposed 
a motion model-assisted GNSS/MEMS IMU 
integrated navigation system on the basis of a 
constant yaw rate and velocity (CTRV) model, 
significantly improving the horizontal accuracy. 
Zhang et al. (2020a) designed a federal Kalman 
filtering model for loosely coupled GNSS/IMU/UWB 
integration system, which can obtain the stable and 
reliable results, it also can effectively resist the 
influence of unreliable signals. Navarro et al. (2019) 
constructed a low-cost GNSS/INS/UWB integration 
system, it can operate in standalone mode when no 
additional infrastructure. Jiang et al. (2021) 
established a tightly coupled GNSS/INS/UWB 
integrated navigation system, which used the 
UWB/INS tightly coupled integration to correct the 
INS accumulation errors with range information from 
UWB. To eliminate or weaken the influence of gross 
errors, Li et al. (2016) proposed a tightly coupled 
GNSS/IMU/UWB integrated navigation system with 
a robust Kalman filtering model based on 
Mahalanobis distance, which improved the 
performance of integrated navigation system. Wang 
et al. (2016) proposed a tightly coupled 
GPS/INS/UWB cooperative positioning system, in 
which the UWB ranging information is used to 
augment the GPS measurements，which can eliminate 
the influence of gross errors. Although Yang et al. 
(2002) constructed a bifactor equivalent weight 
model based on measurement outliers for GPS survey, 
its applications in integrated navigation and 
positioning have been limited (Chen and Shen 2020). 

Based on this point, to explore the performance of 
GPS/MEMS IMU integrated navigation, we designed 
a GPS/MEMS IMU/UWB tightly coupled integrated 
navigation system with robust Kalman filter based on 
bifactor. Accordingly, this article focuses on 
analyzing the performance and positioning accuracy 
of GNSS/MEMS IMU/UWB integration system. 

2 GPS/MEMS IMU/UWB tightly coupled 
navigation system 

The dynamic model of GPS/MEMS IMU/UWB 
tightly coupled navigation system is expressed by the 
following MEMS IMU error equation 
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wherein δr 、δ v、δψ  stand for the error vectors 
of position, velocity and orientation,  respectively. 

enω  is the earth rotation angular velocity vector of 
the geographic coordinate system relative to the 
coordinate system, ieω  is the rotating angular 
velocity vector of the earth coordinate system relative 
to the inertial coordinate system, f  is the 
acceleration force vector and η  is the acceleration 
error vector, and ε  is gyroscope drift error vector 
during the random walk process. uη  and uε  are 
Gaussian white noise vectors. The generalized system 
model can be expressed as follows 

1X FX u−= +k k k            (2) 

wherein kX is an m×1 unknown state vector at 

time instant kt , F  is an n×m system transition 

matrix, ku  is an n×1 zero-mean Gaussian white 

noise vector, and the corresponding covariance 
matrix is Q . The predicted state vector is 

ˆX XF=k k            (3) 

The measurement model of GPS/MEMS 
IMU/UWB integrated navigation is defined as 
follows 
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Z HX τ= +k k k           (4) 
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wherein GPS
jP and GPS

jD  represent the pseudorange 

and Doppler measurements of the thj  GPS satellite. 
INS
jP  and INS

jD  stand for the predicted 

pseudorange and Doppler measurements of the thj  

GPS satellite by MEMS IMU, UWB
ir  is the UWB 

range measurement by two UWB units. INS
ir is the 

derivation calculation range by MEMS IMU. H  is 
an n×m measurement matrix, τk  is the 
measurement noise vector, which conforms to 
zero-mean Gaussian white noise with the covariance 
matrix R . The residual equations of the 
measurement vector and the predicted state vector are  

X̂V H Z= −k k k           (6) 

ˆ= −X XV X
k k k           (7) 

wherein the dimensions of XV
k

 and kV  are m and n, 

respectively. kX  is the predicted state vector with 

its covariance matrix 1/ −Σ kk , ˆ
kX is the currently 

estimated state vector, and Zk  is an n×1 
measurement vector with its covariance matrix kR .  

3 Bifactor robust estimation solution 

An improved standard Kalman filter, robust 
Kalman filter based on bifactor, has been developed 
using the weight matrix of the measured and 
estimated information. The Least-Squares cost 
function at the observation epoch k is given as 
follows (Wang et. al 2021)  

minVΣVVRV X/X =+=Ω −
−

−
kk kk

T
kk

T
k

1
1

1     (8)          (8) 

wherein P  is called an equivalent weight matrix, 
ijp  is an element of the bifactor equivalent weight 

matrix, iiγ  and jjγ  are the factors of adaptive 
equivalent weight elements. 

ij ij ijp p γ=            (9) 

ij ii jjγ γ γ=            (10) 

The robust Kalman filtering model based on 
bifactor consists of adaptive factor construction and 
iteration solutions. The IGG III model is introduced, 
and the adaptive factors iiγ  could be chosen as 
follows 
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wherein jjγ  is the same as iiγ , iv  is a standardized 
residual vector element for detection the presences of 
gross errors, when 0iv k„ , the gross errors exist. 

1k  and 0k  are two constants, usually chosen as 
1.0 ~ 1.5  and 2.5 ~ 8.0 . Then, we obtain the new 
robust estimation is obtained as follows 

k
TT

k LPAPA)(AX̂ 1−=           (12) 

wherein 
H

A
I
 

=  
 m

,  =  L Z XT T
k k k  and 
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−1kk

k

/Σ
RP , the matrix ×m mI  stands for a 

m×m unit matrix. The corresponding covariance 
matrix of the estimated state vector is 

12
0

−= PA)(AˆΣ ˆ
T

X σ          (13) 

wherein 

n
kk kk

T
kk

T
k X/X VΣVVRV

ˆ
1

1
1

2
0

−
−

− +
=σ

 is the 

posteriori variance of unit weight (Wang 2008, 
2009). 

4 Experiments 

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed 
technique, simulation and field tests were conducted. 
The field test was carried out on the roof of the 
Nottingham Geospatial Institute (NGI). 

4.1 The simulated test 

The simulated test was designed to evaluate the 
performance of the proposed model. A vehicle is 
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traveling along a road, and the movement model of 
the vehicle can be written as 

1

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1 0
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kkk τxz +
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0001

          (15) 

wherein k  represents the epoch time, the 2000 
epochs of data were utilized to verify the proposed 
model, [ ]T

N E Nk Ex p p v v= , Np  and 

Ep  represent the position of the vehicle in the 

North and East directions, Nv  and Ev  represent 
the velocity in the North and East directions, T  
represents the sampling step size, kw  represents 

the process noise, and kv  represents the 

measurement noise. kw  and kv  obey Gaussian 

distributions, and ky  represents the measurement 
position of vehicle. The covariance matrix of the 
process noise is (4, 4,1,1)= diagQ , the covariance 
matrix of the measurement noise is 

(900,900)R = diag , the initial estimation error 

covariance matrix is 0 (4, 4,1,1)=P diag , and the 

initial state of the vehicle is 0 [1 1 0 0]Tx = . 

Table 1 RMSE of standard Kalman filter and robust 
Kalman filter (the simulated test) 

 North (m) East (m) 
Standard Kalman 

filter 43.86 60.12 

Robust Kalman 
filter (bifactor) 13.11 13.07 
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Figure 1 Trajectory of vehicle (true, standard and robust filters) 
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Figure 2 Position error of the vehicle in the North and East directions 

Figure 1 shows a simulated test. The position 
error of a vehicle in the North and East directions are 
given in Figure 2. In comparison with standard 
Kalman filter, the robust Kalman filtering model 
based on bifactor results in a better positioning 
performance. The Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) 
of standard Kalman filter and robust Kalman filter is 
given in Table 1, which clearly demonstrates that the 
proposed model significantly improved positioning 
accuracy in the North and East directions by 70% and 
78%. 

4.2 Field test 

The performance of the proposed model has 
been evaluated via a field test, and we constructed a 
GPS/MEMS IMU/UWB tightly coupled integrated 
navigation with robust Kalman filter based on 
bifactor. The test consists of one MEMS IMU 
measurement unit, three UWB measurement units, 
and two GNSS receivers. One GNSS receiver is 
mounted on the carrier vehicle, while one UWB unit 

was fastened under the antenna with a known 
lever-arm, another GNSS receiver was set on the roof 
to act as the reference station, and other two UWB 
units were mounted on pillars on the roof of NGI, 

known coordinates, the B
1
UWr  and B

2
UWr ranges 

were obtained. The duration of the field test is 815 
seconds. The number of the tracked satellites was 
from 6 to 10, with an average is 9 satellites, which 
meets the basic positioning requirements. Figure 3 
illustrates the number of satellites tracked by the 
GNSS receiver. The detailed description is given in 
(Wang et.al 2016; Li et.al 2016). 

Table 2 RMSE form standard Kalman filter and 
robust Kalman filter (the field test) 

 North (m) East (m) Down (m) 
Standard 

Kalman filter 3.29 1.27 1.52 

Robust 
Kalman filter 

(bifactor) 
1.06 0.46 1.29 
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Figure 3 Number of satellites tracked by GPS receiver 
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Figure 4 Filed trajectory of carrier vehicle 
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Figure 5 Position error of standard Kalman filter 
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Figure 6 Position error of robust Kalman filter based on bifactor 

The simulated test verifies the effectiveness of 
the robust Kalman filtering model based on bifactor, 
and the filed test of GPS/MEMS IMU/UWB was 
conducted to evaluate the performance of proposed 
model. Figure 4 shows the field test of carrier vehicle 
in the NGI, with the reference trajectory represented 
by the red line, the trajectory estimated using the 
standard Kalman filter represented by the blue line, 
and the green line trajectory corresponds to the 

trajectory obtained using the robust Kalman filtering 
model based on bifactor. Figures 5 and 6 demonstrate 
the position error of two models in North, East and 
Down directions. RMSE of different filtering models 
is shown in Table 2，it clearly presents that the 
proposed model improved positioning accuracy in the 
North，East and Down directions by 68%, 64%, and 
15%, respectively. 
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5 Conclusion 

In this article, we proposed a robust Kalman 
filtering model based on bifactor for a GPS/MEMS 
IMU/UWB tightly coupled integrated navigation 
system. Through the simulated and field tests, the 
better positioning results were obtained with the 
proposed model especially in the presence of gross 
errors in the measurement processing. The proposed 
model effectively reduced the influence of the 
outlying measurements. However, it should be noted 
that this article focused on constructing a tightly 
coupled integrated navigation system and did not 
consider various scenarios such as sheltered 
environments and semi-sheltered environments, 
which will be addressed in future research endeavors. 
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Abstract: A two-stage fusion positioning model 
based on UWB/PDR/Geomagnetism is proposed for 
pedestrian positioning in underground space. Firstly, 
an improved particle filter (PF) based on regional 
constraint is applied to PDR/Geomagnetism 
combination positioning, where the PDR positioning 
results are used to constrain the geomagnetic 
matching region. The proposed algorithm improves 
the inherent blindness of scattered particles of 
traditional PF, thus to enhance the positioning 
accuracy. Furtherly, Factor graph (FG) is used to fuse 
the output of PF above with the UWB positioning 
results, which effectively overcomes the serious 
problem of positioning hopping points caused by 
signal occlusion in some areas of UWB system. 
Experimental results show that the improved PF can 
outperform extended Kalman filter (EKF) for 
PDR/Geomagnetism combination positioning and FG 
algorithm can provide a higher positioning accuracy 
for UWB/PDR/Geomagnetism fusion positioning. 

Keywords: Underground space; Pedestrian Dead 
Reckoning; Geomagnetic matching positioning; Ultra 
WideBand; Particle filter; Factor graph 

I. Introduction 

With the rapid development of society and 
technology, utilization of underground space is 

getting more and more extensive, from shallow 
utilization to large-scale development, from solving 
urban problems to enhancing urban competitiveness, 
the intensive and composite utilization of 
underground space resources has been regarded as a 
standard paradigm to support the sustainable 
development of urban modernization. The challenge 
of pedestrian localization in underground space is 
mainly reflected in its closed characteristics, which is 
a typical radio denial environment. And the existing 
GNSS, WiFi, 4G and other wireless networks cannot 
be valid. Due to the increasing demand for 
location-based services, research on effective 
pedestrian localization in underground space 
becomes a hot topic due to the increasing demand for 
Location Based Service (LBS) [1-2]. 

At present, indoor positioning technology for 
underground space has been in-depth research by 
scholars, and indoor positioning technology based on 
geomagnetism, visible light, inertial guidance and 
UWB has been widely used and developed[3-6]. 
Among many technologies, UWB has recently 
become effective solution to high positioning 
accuracy and strong anti-interference. However, it 
also has its own shortcomings, which is the serious 
attenuation of positioning accuracy in areas where the 
signal is occluded. Based on this, it is considered to 
integrate PDR and geomagnetism, two positioning 
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technologies that do not require additional 
infrastructure. 

Many studies have been carried out on PDR and 
geomagnetism, as well as UWB and PDR combined 
localization methods. As reported briefly in [7], an 
IMU localization algorithm based on magnetic 
constraints uses multi-stage Fourier transform 
method to extract features, whose average error of the 
trajectory under loop closure constraint is controlled 
below 2.15 m. Song Biao et al. [8] designed an inertial 
guidance-assisted geomagnetic indoor positioning 
system for mobile phones, which achieved good 
positioning accuracy in two-dimensions, but could 
not adapt well to three-dimensional complex 
environment. Reference [9] aiming at the 
shortcomings of low recognition of geomagnetic 
signals and the problem of error accumulation of 
PDR, the particle filter algorithm is used to fuse the 
geomagnetism and PDR positioning results, whose 
positioning error can reach more than 80% within 
1.5m. An improved particle filtering method is 
proposed in [10]. Comparing with the traditional 
particle filter, multi-dimensional dynamic time 
warping (MD-DTW) is used to constrain the length 
of the particle sequence and the method of segmented 
particle weighting, which can effectively accelerate 
the convergence speed of particle filtering. As 
reported briefly in [11], the methods of dead-assisted 
UWB positioning and UWB-assisted dead reckoning 
are adopted, which enhances the advantages of UWB 
positioning, and the maximal positioning error is 
within 2m. Zhu Caijie[12] proposed an algorithm 
using INS to assist UWB positioning, which can 
effectively make up for the shortcomings of UWB 
positioning technology in the positioning process. 
And in terms of the mean positioning error, the 
algorithm based on Kalman filter (KF) can improve 
0.1m in x-axis and 0.2m in y-axis. Benzerrouk put 
forwards to use cubature Kalman filter (CKF) as a 
superior alternative to standard filters which 
improves the mean and covariance propagation 
consequently[13]. However, the above methods mainly 
depend on filter fusion methods, and when the 
information of one sensor fails or becomes 
unavailable, Kalman filter and other complex system 

are required to be reconstructed to deal with the 
problems, resulting in disadvantages such as high 
cost-effectiveness ratio and large memory 
consumption. For wireless communication 
positioning methods, the visibility of the signal is one 
of the factors that affect the positioning accuracy. 
Under the influence of non-line-of-sight (NLOS) [14], 
there are some hopping points in all positioning 
reference points. Reference [15] describes one base 
station (BS) based distance and angle positioning 
algorithm with extended Kalman filter (DAPA-EKF) 
in NLOS environment, which significantly 
outperforms the reference methods under various 
NLOS situations. Mingxiang Liao et al. [16] presents a 
Chan-Taylor-Kalman (CTK) joint positioning 
algorithm based on UWB and adapted to NLOS 
environment, which indicates that the probability of 
the positioning error of the CTK joint positioning 
algorithm greater than l0cm is only about 10%. 

To make full use of various indoor positioning 
methods, some scholars propose to construct a data 
fusion algorithm framework with dynamic topology 
based on the relevant theory of FG [17-18]. The fusion 
algorithm framework based on the factor graph 
model can effectively solve the problem of a sensor 
failure in data fusion, and has good scalability for 
multiple sensors. Therefore, it can flexibly configure 
sensors[19-20]. Factor graph is a kind of probability 
graph model, first used in the field of coding[21-22], 
has gradually been applied to artificial intelligence, 
positioning navigation and other fields in recent years. 
One of the applications in the field of navigation is 
information fusion positioning system. Moreover, 
factor graph can realize the plug and play of system 
sensors and has been widely concerned in the field of 
combined navigation. 

In this paper, a two-stage fusion localization 
model based on UWB/PDR/geomagnetism is 
proposed. This paper is organized as follows. In 
section Ⅱ , it introduces the concret detail about 
two-stage fusion localization model. Improved PF 
combination positioning method based on 
PDR/geomagnetism and FG fusion positioning 
method base on UWB/PDR/geomagnetism are 
included. Section Ⅲ  conducts numerical 
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experiments to evaluate positioning performance of 
the proposed algorithm. And conclusions are given in 
last section. 

II. Two-Stage Fusion Localization Model 
and Algorithm 

Magnetometer

UWB

improved PF 

FG fusion

Geomagnetic 
frigerprint
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Fig.1 Two-stage fusion localization model

Two-stage fusion localization model is shown in 
Fig.1. The improved PF algorithm using regional 
constraints combines the PDR and geomagnetism 
localization. FG is employed for 
UWB/PDR/geomagnetism multi-source fusion 
positioning, which effectively improves the 
continuity and stability of pedestrian positioning in 
underground space. 

Improved PF Fusion Algorithm for 
PDR/Geomagnetism Combination  

In the first stage of localization, the positioning 
error of PDR accumulates seriously over time. 
Geomagnetism positioning employs fingerprint 
matching method, which has big positioning error 
because of low fingerprint resolution within a large 
area. In order to decrease the mismatching rate, the 
improved PF is used for PDR/geomagnetism 
combination. PDR positioning result is employed to 
constrain the fingerprint database area while 
geomagnetism positioning result corrects PDR 
positioning result. The PF employs a group of 
particles to approximate a posterior probability 
distribution effectively estimating nonlinear 
non-Gaussian systems. Let the equations of state and 
observations for nonlinear systems be: 

 ( )1 1,k k k kf − −=x x ω  (1) 

 ( ),k k k kh=z x v
 (2) 

In (1) and (2), kX  is the system states, kω  is 

the process noise and kV  is the observed noise. 

The state prediction equation can be expressed as: 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1:k 1 1 1 1: 1 1| | |k k k k k kp p p d− − − − −= ∫x z x x x z x
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The state update equation is: 
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(4) 

The essence of PF is to use the sum of finite 
sample points instead of integral operations, that is, 
the posterior probability density distribution of the 
target state at k  is shown in (5). 
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Assuming that { }0: 1

sNi
k i=

x  is the set of particles, 

sN  is the total number of particles, which can be 
obtained from the important density function 
( )0: 1:|k kq x z , then the particle weights can be 

expressed as: 
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(6) 

In (6), i
kw  is the weight of the i-th particle at k , 

and 0:kx  is the set of states of the system from 0  

to k . Sequential importance sampling is the basis 
for PF implementation, so Samples are drawn from 
the importance density function which is set to an 
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easily achievable prior probability. Resampling is to 
solve the degradation phenomenon in the process of 
particle transfer, which refers to the imbalance of 
weight distribution due to the increasing variance of 
weight. When the filter is seriously degraded, a large 
number of computing resources are wasted on 
particles with small weights, which affects the 
performance of the filter. During the resampling 
process, particles with large weights produce more 
particles while particles with small weights produce 
fewer particles or even discard them directly. 
However, this will lose the diversity of particles and 
affect the performance of particle filtering. 

In this paper, improved PF based on regional 
constrain for PDR/geomagnetism is proposed. The 
PDR positioning result and geomagnetic strength of 
fingerprint database are taken as the state quantity 
and the real-time geomagnetic strength is taken as the 
observation. In the process of initializing the particles, 
the particles are scattered in the circle determined by 
the PDR positioning result as the center of the circle 
and the mean positioning error empirical value as the 
radius. A schematic diagram of regional constrain 
positioning is shown in Fig.2. 

 

Fig.2 constrained area diagram 

In the figure, the dotted circular area is the 
geomagnetic matching full area, and the solid circular 
area is the constrained geomagnetic matching area. 

The improved particle filter algorithm simplifies 
the prediction step in traditional PF, improves the 
inherent blindness of particle seeding, and reduces 
the number of matching points with the geomagnetic 
fingerprint database, thus to increase the algorithm 

efficiency and decrease mismatching rate. 

FG Fusion Algorithm for UWB/PDR/ 
Geomagnetic Fusion 

In the second stage of localization, UWB 
positioning has some hopping points because of 
NLOS environment. FG is employed for 
UWB/PDR/geomagnetism fusion positioning. FG is a 
two-way graph based on factoring a global function 
with multiple variables to obtain the product of 
several local functions. Its basic structure, shown in 
Fig.3, consists mainly of variable nodes (represented 
by diamonds) and function nodes (represented by 
circles).  
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Sum product algorithm (SPA) is commonly 

employed to delivery message in factor graphs. 
Obeying the following guidelines, variable nodes to 
function nodes messaging: 

 
 

(7) 

Messaging from function nodes to variable 
nodes: 

  (8) 

Where H  represents the set of all function 
nodes connected to the variable node x  union; 
similarly, Y  represents neighbors connected to the 
f  set of function nodes; /H f  represents a 

neighborhood set connected to variable node x , but 
not included in function node f ; similarly, /Y x  
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means that it is connected to the function node f  
neighborhood set, not the variable node x . 

For the problem to be solved in the paper, we 
construct a model as follows. At time k, the state of 
the location target is expressed as 

  (9) 

where kx , ky , kz  indicates positioning result. 

Taking discrete time model, we can get the following 
results. 

  (10) 

  (11) 

  (12) 

where 
kxw , 

kyw , 
kzw  stand for measurement 

noise of position.  

The initial state of location target is defined as 

  (13) 

According to the problem formulation, A factor 
graph structure model is designed as shown in Fig.4. 
We select different kinds of location sources which 
includes PDR/geomagnetic and UWB single-mode 
positioning result to participate in fusion process. 

1kF − and kF  respectively represent the state of 

positioning target in time 1k −  and k . 

 

 
Fig.4 factor graph structure model diagram. 

Since the model adopts three-dimensional 
coordinates, we divide the motion state into three 
parts: x , y , z , taking the x  direction as an 

example, 1
kx , 2

kx ,..., n
kx  is the x-coordinate value 

of different fusion steps at k  time, and 
kxW  is the 

measurement noise. 
kxa , 

kxb are PDR/geomagnetic 

and UWB single-mode positioning result. wf  

represents a fusion function node. Fuse different 
variable nodes in function nodes. After a series of 
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soft information calculations, the fusion result n
kx  is 

obtained. n
ky  and n

kz  can be implemented in the 

same way. The fusion results , , and  

were combined to obtain kF . 

During the fusion process, assuming that the soft 
message passed in the factor graph obeys Gaussian 
distribution with mean being m  and variance being 
σ . We define the soft-information as 

  (14) 

Noting that the product of any Gaussian 
Probability Distribution Functions (PDF) is still a 
Gaussian PDF, so we have the following formula 

  (15) 

where 

 2 2
1

1 1N

i iσ σ=Ω

=∑  (16) 

  (17) 

Here is some initialization information. the initial 

value of soft-information is 0 0 0
2{ , }

k k kx x x
I m σ=  with 

initial mean 0x  and initial variance 2
0σ . 

0
2{ , }

k k k
w w x

I m σ=  indicates the indeterminacy of the 

model.  
In Fig.3, according to the sum-product algorithm, 

we can achieve the soft-information as followed 

  (18) 

Through a series of soft message solution, the n-th 
variable is obtained. The soft message at the node is 

  (19) 

wherein n
kx

m  is the final fusion result in 

x-coordinate shown as xm . 

  (20) 

Consistently, ym  and zm  can be obtained in 

the same way. At this point, we get the state of the k  
moment. In the same way, we can get the state at 

1k + , 2k + , and so on until we get the final fusion 

result. 

III. Experimental Result 

In order to verify the effectiveness of the 
proposed algorithm, experiments are conducted in 
actual underground space environment using real 
data. The data acquisition equipment is one-tag 
integrated UWB DWM1000 module and IMU 
module and four-base stations also containing 
DWM1000 module. The block photograph of BS 
signal is as follow in the Fig.5. 

   

Fig.5 data Collection Equipment 
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Two typical experimental scenarios are selected 
for data collection. As shown in Fig.6, Ex 1# and Ex 
2# are carried out at underground garage whose 
height is more than 3m, the new main building of 
Beihang University on the B2 floor of Block C and 
B1 floor of Block F respectively. The area of 

15m*15m is evenly divided into grids at intervals of 
1m, geomagnetic strength is collected at each mesh 
vertex. Table.1 shows more parameter configurations. 
In Ex 1# and Ex 2#, BS1(0,7,0) was blocked by 
paperboard as shown in Fig.5. 

Table.1 parameter configuration 

parameter configuration 

UWB positioning method TDOA 

Geomagnetie matching method K-NearestNeighbor (K-NN) 

UWB BSs coordinates 
BS1(0,7,0), BS2 (4,0,3),  

BS3 (15,7,0), BS4 (8,15,3) 

the origin of coordinates the bottom left vertex in grid graph  

 

 
(a) scenario 1#               (b) scenario 2#         (c) experimental route 

Fig.6 experimental scenarios 

    For the positioning performance estimation 
consideration, the mean value, standard deviation of 
error (STD) and cumulative distribution function 
(CDF) of positioning error are introduced. Table.2 
shows the performance comparison of the positioning 

accuracy of different positioning methods and the 
corresponding CDF curves are shown in Fig.7 

 
 
 

Table.2 comparison the accuracy of different positioning methods 
Positioning 

method 
mean value/m STD/m mean error<2m/% 

 Ex 1# Ex 2#  Ex 1# Ex 2# Ex 1# Ex 2# 
PDR 2.27 2.35 1.46 1.57 53% 33% 

geomagnetic 6.94 6.97 2.21 2.58 4% 5% 
PF combination 1.80 1.87 1.13 0.96 69% 62% 

EKF combination 2.12 2.19 1.32 1.05 56% 57% 
UWB 1.64 1.74 1.03 0.99 73% 58% 

Factor graph 
fusion 

1.52 1.66 0.98 0.84 79% 71% 
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Ex 1#                                (b) Ex 2# 
Fig.7 CDF curves of different method positioning error 

 
For the first stage, the improved PF algorithm 

outperform EKF[23-24] for PDR/geomagnetism 
combination from Table.2 and Fig.7. In terms of 
mean positioning error, the positioning error of 
improved PF are 1.80m and 1.87m in Ex 1# and Ex 
2#, which is lower than that of EKF; in terms of STD 
of positioning error, PF method is the lowest in all 
PDR and geomagnetism positioning methods, which 
indicates its positioning points error has less 
polarized; in terms of CDF of positioning error, the 
positioning points within 2m after PF fusion account 
for 69% and 62% of all reference points, which is 
reduced by 13% and 5% comparing with EKF. From 
the trajectory of Ex 1# (a) and Ex 2# (a), it’s obvious 

that PDR accumulate seriously over time and 
geomagnetism has bigger error. Improved PF is 
closer to the real trajectory. In fact, the improved PF 
combine the characteristics of the fingerprint of 
geomagnetism and particles in traditional PF. It 
narrows the particle dispersal range in prediction step 
compared the traditional particle filter algorithm 
dramatically; in addition, compared with the 
fingerprint matching of the entire regional fingerprint 
database in the entire target area to be located, the 
improved algorithm reduces the number of matching 
points with the static geomagnetic fingerprint 
database, which improves the efficiency of the 
algorithm compared with the traditional PF. 

  

(a) PDR vs geomagnetism, PF                 (b) FG vs PF, UWB 
Fig.8 trajectory diagram 
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(a) PDR vs geomagnetism, PF             (b) FG vs PF, UWB 
Fig.9 trajectory diagram 

For the second stage, FG fusion positioning 
provides a lower mean positioning error than UWB 
positioning from Table.2 and Fig.7. In terms of mean 
positioning error, the mean positioning error of FG 
fusion positioning method is 1.52m and 1.66m, 
which is reduced by 7.3% and 5.0% in Ex 1# and Ex 
2#; in terms of STD of positioning error, positioning 
points error of FG has a smaller STD, which 
indicates there is less hopping points; in terms of 
CDF of positioning error, reference points of UWB 
positioning error is within 2m account for 73% and 
58%, which is lower than that of FG by 79% and 
71%. From the trajectory of Ex 1# and Ex 2#, the 
positioning accuracy of UWB decreases seriously on 
the left side of the BS block area and there are some 
hopping points. However, the trajectory of FG is 
closer to the real trajectory. Part of hopping points 
are eliminated obviously. Therefore, FG fusion 
positioning algorithm mainly solves the problem of 
UWB positioning hopping points with large 
positioning error. 

IV. Conclusion 

In this paper, a two-stage fusion localization 
model for UWB/PDR/geomagnetism is proposed in 
the special environment of underground space. 
PDR/geomagnetism combination positioning is 
realized by using the improved PF algorithm based 
on regional constraints, and it is further fused with 
the UWB localization results by FG. The 
experimental results show that the proposed 

improved PF combination algorithm can effectively 
improve the positioning accuracy and algorithm 
efficiency. After FG fusion, the positioning hopping 
points with error over 2m are decreased and it 
effectively improves the problem of attenuation of 
positioning accuracy due to signal occlusion in some 
areas of UWB. Finally, the proposed two-stage fusion 
positioning model in this paper can be combined with 
other mainstream positioning technique according to 
the actual environment and the need for positioning. 
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Abstract 

Global Navigation Satellite System Reflectometry 
(GNSS-R) uses GNSS signals as the microwave 
remote sensing signal source to detect physical 
parameters of the global surface. GNSS-R is an 
organic fusion of navigation and remote sensing, an 
innovative application of GNSS signals. GNSS-R has 
the advantages of all-weather, multiple signal sources, 
high spatial and temporal resolution, which is 
beneficial to be carried on microsatellite platforms. 

The ocean wind vector is an important part of 
ocean dynamic parameters. Accurate ocean wind 
vector detection plays a vital role in the early warning 
and forecasting of marine dynamic disasters. The 
research of ocean wind vector retrieval using 
spaceborne GNSS-R is helpful for the realization of 
global high temporal and spatial resolution ocean 
wind detection, which has important practical 
significance and urgent national needs. Although a lot 
of research and progress has been made in ocean 
wind vector retrieval using spaceborne GNSS-R, 
there are still many problems before commercial 
application, such as wind speed accuracy and wind 
direction retrieval, which hinder its popularization 

and application. Aiming at these problems, the main 
research contents and achievements of this thesis are 
as follows: 

(1) In order to make spaceborne GNSS-R cyclone 
wind research get rid of the dependence on the prior 
information of whether the cyclone event occurs, a 
single-pass cyclone event detection algorithm using 
spaceborne GNSS-R full delay-Doppler map (DDM) 
is presented. The study focuses on investigating the 
influence of cyclone on the spaceborne GNSS-R full 
DDM. An observable is defined to describe full DDM 
asymmetry, and demonstrated to be sensitive to 
cyclone event using the simulator. The proposed 
method is based on a time sliding window to detect 
the full DDM asymmetry anomalies. The results 
show that cyclone event can be detected by the 
algorithm. These results provide information to guide 
the high wind speed retrieval in real-time using 
spaceborne GNSS-R. 

(2) Spaceborne GNSS-R ocean wind speed 
retrieval has the problems of high data quality control 
standards and low accuracy of high wind speed. 
Based on the cyclone event detection algorithm, an 
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ocean wind speed retrieval algorithm based on ocean 
state is presented. The ocean state types are divided 
into conventional ocean state and cyclone ocean state. 
Before wind speed retrieval, the cyclone monitoring 
algorithm is used to identify the ocean state type. 
Then, the ocean wind speed is retrieved using the 
empirical geophysical model function of different 
ocean state types. The retrieval accuracy of high wind 
speed is improved while the retrieval accuracy of 
medium and low wind speed is ensured. The wind 
speed retrieval algorithm is suitable for spaceborne 
real-time retrieval. 

(3) There are few studies on the ocean wind 
direction retrieval using spaceborne GNSS-R, 
because the specular reflection signal is not sensitive 
to the sea surface wind direction. The wind direction 
retrieval algorithms using spaceborne GNSS-R in 
non-specular geometry are presented. The sensitivity 
of the scattered GNSS signal in the non-specular 
geometry to wind direction is analyzed. The 
sub-satellite non-specular observation mode is 
constructed. The observable that is sensitive to wind 

direction in this mode is defined. A wind direction 
retrieval algorithm based on wind speed and a wind 
vector retrieval algorithm based on maximum 
likelihood estimation are constructed. It solves the 
problem that the specular reflection signal is difficult 
to retrieve the wind direction and can achieve 
real-time wind direction retrieval using spaceborne 
GNSS-R. 

(4) In order to meet the needs of real-time 
processing and fast retrieval of ocean wind vector 
using spaceborne GNSS-R, the spaceborne GNSS-R 
fast retrieval software for ocean wind vector is 
designed and implemented. The data processing 
system including cyclone event detection, ocean wind 
speed retrieval and ocean wind direction retrieval is 
constructed. It can provide a reliable and stable 
application software for the research and application 
of ocean wind vector real-time retrieval using 
spaceborne GNSS-R. 

Keywords: GNSS-R, Cyclone event, Ocean wind 

speed, Ocean wind direction, Remote sensing 
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ABSTRACT 

Water vapour, as the fundamental element and 
one of the most important natural greenhouse gases 
in the atmosphere, is vital for heat and moisture 
fluxes. Improved knowledge of water vapour and its 
variability on the different temporal-spatial scales is 
essential for climate and environmental research. 
Water vapour content can be estimated through 
radiosonde balloons, microwave-radiometers, sun-
photometers, Global Navigation Satellite Systems 
(GNSS) / Global Positioning Systems (GPS), and 
remote sensing satellites. These observation 
instruments provide products with different but 
complementary characteristics.  For instance, 
radiosonde and GNSS/GPS observations are usually 
considered as ground truth because of their high 
precision, but their applications are restricted by the 
locations of the stations. Remote sensing observation, 
on the other hand, is the most efficient means of 
water vapour observation on the global scale but with 
a larger retrieval error. The core research aim is to 
enhance the water vapour retrieval accuracy from 
remote sensors. Special weight was put on water 
vapour observation from Near Infrared (NIR) 
channels.  

A novel retrieval method has been developed for 
the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro-radiometer 
(MODIS) onboard the Terra and Aqua satellite 

platforms in this research based on empirical 
regression analysis. This new approach provides an 
effective way to retrieve water vapour without pre-
obtained atmospheric information. Water vapour data 
observed during 2003 ~ 2017 from 464 GPS stations 
located in western North America and their spatial-
temporal collocated MODIS level 1 reflectance data 
were employed as training data for model 
development. The training data were resampled into 
10 subsets using the bootstrap method. The 
regression functions trained by these independent 
subsets reduced the uncertainty in the model training 
and minimized the sensitivity of possible channel 
drifting. Verifications in North America show that 
the root mean square error (RMSE) for water vapour 
calculated from MODIS/Terra reduces 48.12% to 
2.362 mm when using two-channel ratio 
transmittance and 50.74% to 2.243 mm when using 
three-channel ratio transmittance. The RMSE for 
water vapour calculated from MODIS/Aqua reduces 
42.54% to 2.562 mm and 42.99% to 2.541 mm when 
using two-channel and three-channel ratio 
transmittance, respectively. Validations over five 
additional stations also show that the overall RMSE 
for MODIS/Terra data reduces 22.80% to 5.946 mm 
when using two-channel ratio transmittance, and 
21.69% to 6.006 mm when using three-channel ratio 
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transmittance. For MODIS/Aqua data, the reductions 
are 16.42% to 6.010 mm when using two-channel 
ratio transmittance and 15.26% to 6.094 mm when 
using three-channel ratio transmittance. 

The retrieval algorithm was also validated in 
Australia and its neighbouring area for the first time. 
The observation results over 2017 ~ 2019 have 
clearly shown that our new ensemble-based empirical 
regression model, which was developed using data 
from the North Hemisphere, is still valid in the South 
Hemisphere. For the data obtained from 
MODIS/Terra, the RMSE has reduced by 58.53% 
from 5.712 mm to 2.369 mm when using 2-channel 
ratio transmittance and has reduced by 56.14% to 
2.505 mm using 3-channel ratio transmittance, 
respectively. For the data obtained from 
MODIS/Aqua, the RMSE has reduced by 49.17% 
from 5.170 mm to 2.628 mm using 2-channel ratio 
transmittance and has reduced by 46.60% to 2.761 
mm using 3-channel ratio transmittance, respectively. 
The results further prove that the newly proposed 
retrieval model has very good property of having no 
temporal or spatial dependency over a large 
observation area. The coefficients can be easily 
applied to areas of interest without pre-calculated 
input parameters of atmospheric profiles. It is 
reasonable to conclude that this algorithm provides 
an effective way to retrieve water vapour globally 
under cloud-free condition. 

On the other hand, as the surface spectral 
reflectance is one of the error sources for water 
vapour retrieval, regression functions trained for 
different land cover types adapted from MCD12Q1 
IGBP legend are discussed. Thus, the bias for 

MODIS NIR channels could be further reduced. 
Validations in North America show that for data 
calculated from MODIS/Terra, the RMSE reduced 
50.78% to 2.229 mm for data using two-channel ratio 
transmittance and 53.06% to 2.126 mm for data using 
three-channel ratio transmittance. For data obtained 
from MODIS/Aqua, the RMSE reduced 45.54% to 
2.423 mm when using two-channel ratio 
transmittance and 45.34% to 2.432 mm when using 
three-channel ratio transmittance. 

Last but not least, the empirical regression method 
was implemented for water vapour observation from 
MERSI/FY-3B NIR channels. The collocated MERSI 
L1b reflectance data in the NIR channels are used for 
water vapour retrieval. PWV data observed from 256 
ground-based GPS stations located in the western 
North America in 2016 are used as reference data for 
model development. Then, validation is performed 
with data obtained during 2017 ~ 2019 from both the 
western North America and Australia to assess the 
performance of the proposed algorithm. The results 
indicate that the new PWV results agree very well 
with ground based PWV reference data. The mean 
absolute percentage error (MAPE) for ensemble 
median PWV is 16.72% ~ 36.74% in western North 
America and is 15.47% ~ 32.31% in Australia. The 
RMSE is 4.635 mm ~ 8.156 mm in western North 
America and is 5.383 mm ~ 8.900 mm in Australia. 
The weighted mean value using three-channel ratio 
transmittance has the best retrieval accuracy, with 
RMSE of 4.635 mm in western North America and 
5.383 mm in Australia. Together with MERSI 
onboard of other FY series, more information on 
water vapour distribution on the global scale would 
be provided for climate and environmental research. 
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Abstract 

GNSS Precise Point Positioning (PPP) has attracted 
widespread attention for its advantages of low cost and 
high precision at wide-area. However, the solution of 
PPP ambiguity parameters requires a long convergence 
time. Due to the inherent vulnerability of GNSS, 
frequent re-initialization under dynamic conditions 
seriously affects its positioning and navigation 
performance. To meet the current requirements, a multi-
sensor integrated approach with high precision, high 
reliability, and high integrity has become a necessary 
trend for the development of the industry. Inertial 
Navigation System (INS) has the advantage of high 
precision in the short term, so it is complementary to 
GNSS and provides a solution to overcome the 
shortcomings of PPP in dynamic situations. As an 
essential scope of the multi-sensors integrated navigation 
systems research, PPP/INS has been studied and applied 
extensively. However, several core problems still need to 
be solved, mainly reflected in the high-reliability 
algorithms, weight determination of different systems, 
comprehensive error analysis methods, quality control 
and accuracy evaluation methods for the filtering 
process, and so on. Such problems are bottlenecks 
restricting the development and application of high-
precision PPP/INS integrated systems, which have been 
the research hotspots and challenging topics in recent 

years. This thesis researches the problems mentioned 
above, and the main contents and contributions can be 
summarized as follows. 

(1) Cycle slip detection is the premise to ensure the high 
precision positioning performance of PPP. Thus, a 
detailed error analysis is carried out for the INS-aided 
cycle-slip detection term. The specific influence of INS 
error on the cycle-slip detection term and detection 
performance are revealed, and the INS-aided cycle-slip 
detection terms suitable for PPP dynamic navigation 
application are constructed. Furthermore, a targeted 
detection threshold is derived. Experimental results show 
that the proposed algorithm can enhance the performance 
of PPP cycle-slip detection and reduce the risk of false 
alarms and missing detection. 

(2) A PPP ambiguity resolution enhancement algorithm 
is proposed based on the virtual observation equation 
with INS position constrained. When GNSS signals are 
recaptured, the ambiguity parameters need to be reset. 
And the error accumulation of INS during the GNSS 
lock-out period will significantly affect the refixation of 
ambiguity parameters. From the error propagation 
analysis of INS independent navigation, a stochastic 
model for the virtual observation equation with INS 
position-constrained is constructed according to the time 

mailto:wlx@whu.edu.cn
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of loss of lock. The stochastic model can more accurately 
reflect the characteristics of INS errors so that INS can 
always play a positive role in PPP ambiguity resolution 
process. Even if the INS error reaches several meters, it 
will not degrade the performance of the PPP itself. Based 
on this research, the enhanced ambiguity resolution 
strategy for the integrated system is discussed. And the 
PPP/INS integrated ambiguity resolution enhancement 
algorithm is subsequently proposed. Several measured 
vehicle navigation data have been used to evaluate the 
algorithm. 

(3) The traditional Kalman filtering method only relies 
on the innovation vector for quality control and cannot 
fully consider the filter modeling error. A novel Kalman 
filtering process is used to achieve the unified posterior 
estimation of process noise, observation noise, and 
innovation vector. And the redundant observation factor 
of each noise can be accurately calculated by this 
process. A variance component estimation (VCE) method 
for the Kalman filter is proposed based on this, which 
comprehensively considers the redundant observation 
factors of various noise items and solves the problem of 
oversimplification of the previous VCE methods. The 
proposed method can directly estimate the variance 
components of the multi-source observations in the filter 
and realize the weight determination of the multi-source 
information. Taking multi-frequency and multi-system 
GNSS PPP static positioning as an example, the 
experimental analysis is carried out. The results show 
that the variance-covariance matrix of various 
observation and state-predicted values can be reasonably 
adjusted according to the calculated process noise 

residuals, observation residuals, and innovation vectors. 
And the positioning accuracy is improved significantly. 

(4) A novel GNSS PPP/INS integration strategy is 
proposed employing the rigid body nonlinear kinematic 
equation. In the current GNSS/INS integrated filtering 
model, the observations of the two different systems are 
processed in the time update and measurement update 
processes, respectively. And the INS observation with 
errors directly constitutes the state transition matrix, 
which brings systematic errors but cannot be effectively 
eliminated. At the same time, the two systems cannot 
achieve the posterior estimation of the variance-
covariance components. It is the only way to balance the 
contributions of different systems by tedious adjusting 
them through prior information and experience values. 
This thesis constructs a novel PPP/INS integrated state 
model and observation equation using the direct Kalman 
filtering method considering the kinematic relationship 
between state parameters. The new approach is more in 
line with the Kalman filtering theory. It has a more 
straightforward structure, which is convenient for 
providing dynamic model constraints for INS. It also can 
significantly reduce the impact of random drift of INS on 
the integrated system. At the same time, it is convenient 
to obtain a comprehensive error analysis of each noise in 
the filtering process and solve the weight determination 
problem for the different types of observation in the 
integrated system. 

Keywords: GNSS PPP; INS; Integrated precise 
positioning and attitude determination; Kalman filter; 
Comprehensive error analysis; Novel integration strategy
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Abstract 
Water vapor, the content of which can be measured 

by precipitable water vapor (PWV), is a greenhouse gas 
in the troposphere, a carrier of atmospheric energy 
exchange, and a material basis of weather changes. 
When the signals of Global Navigation Satellite 
Systems (GNSS) propagate through the troposphere, 
the tropospheric delay, as a major error source of 
GNSS positioning, occurs resulting from both the dry 
component and water vapor in the troposphere. As a 
result, the water vapor information is embedded in the 
GNSS signals, and all-weather high-accuracy 
tropospheric delay and PWV products can be obtained 
from GNSS data processing for weather and climate 
change research, which is low-cost compared to other 
water vapor monitoring techniques.  

For the purpose of time-critical extreme weather 
prediction, GNSS real-time precise point positioning 
(PPP) has become a powerful technique for the 
determination of the zenith tropospheric delay (ZTD) 
over a GNSS station of interest, and the subsequent 
high-accuracy retrieval of PWV. This paper mainly 
focuses on the high-accuracy atmospheric modeling, 
development of real-time PPP software and the 
assessment of accuracy of the resulted ZTD, refinement 
of ZHD interpolation method for obtaining high-
accuracy ZHD (zenith hydrostatic delay) from 
VMF1/VMF3 forecasting grids, ZWD (zenith wet 
delay)-PWV conversion model and the accuracy of 
PWV resulting from the VMF1/VMF3-based ZHD and 
the conversion model, and the relation between the 

real-time GNSS-PWV and weather changes. The 
details are as follows: 

(1) In most of the empirical models, atmospheric 
pressure at the user site is typically obtained from 
atmospheric pressure at a reference height combined 
with an atmospheric pressure vertical reduction model. 
If the reference height largely differs from the height of 
the user site, the quality of the predicted atmospheric 
pressure is usually poor due to the simple reduction 
model used. In this study, a voxel-based atmospheric 
pressure model, named PVoxel, was developed for 
obtaining better accuracy atmospheric pressures using 
sample data of 10-year ERA5 monthly mean data, 
totaling 120 monthly mean values in the temporal 
domain. Each monthly mean atmospheric pressure and 
virtual temperature at each of the four selected 
reference heights over all globally distributed grid 
points (horizontal resolution: 1°×1°), i.e., at the nodes 
of the 3D voxels, were determined. Then the 
characteristics of the annual and semi-annual variation 
in both atmospheric pressure and virtual temperature in 
the temporal domain for each node were modeled. The 
PVoxel model developed is 4-dimensional, thus it can 
be used to predict atmospheric pressure at a given 
geographic position and any altitude, and any time. The 
model was evaluated by comparing the atmospheric 
pressures predicted for the sites of all globally 
distributed radiosonde stations against their 
corresponding radiosonde data of the sites. The model 
predicted results were also compared with that of the 
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widely used models like GPT3, UNB3m et al. and the 
comparison results showed that PVoxel outperformed 
these models, especially at high altitudes. The 
significant performance improvement of the new model 
is promising for an improvement in its resultant ZHD, 
which is significant for obtaining more accurate 
position (especially the height component) and zenith 
tropospheric delay. 

(2) A modified BNC software (BNC_MET) was 
developed for real-time retrieval of GNSS-PWV. 
Compared to the original open-source BNC software, 
the error correction, quality control and parameter 
estimation modules were significantly improved in the 
new development. Two experiments were designed for 
the evaluation of real-time ZTD estimated by the 
modified BNC software. Firstly, the accuracy of ZTD 
resulting from four different real-time service (RTS) 
products were evaluated using GPS-only and 
GPS+GLONASS real-time PPP. Compared to the IGS 
final tropospheric products, the mean RMSE of ZTD 
resulting from GPS-only and GPS+GLONASS PPP 
using CNES RTS products were 8.4 mm and 8.1 mm, 
respectively, while the corresponding RMSEs were 7.4 
mm and 7.0 mm compared to the CODE tropospheric 
products. High accuracy ZTD (but slightly worse than 
the CNES ones) were also obtained from PPP using 
GFZ and WHU products, and the IGS03 performed the 
worst. Secondly, the accuracy of ZTD estimated by 
BDS-only PPP and GPS+BDS PPP were also evaluated 
using GFZ RTS products. The results showed that the 
accuracy of BDS-only PPP-resulted ZTD was slightly 
worse than that of GPS-only ones, and the GPS+BDS 
scheme performed better than GPS-only and BDS-only 
schemes. 

(3) Refinement of ZHD interpolation method for 
VMF1/VMF3 forecasting grids. VMF1 and VMF3 
forecasting grids provide ZHD, ZWD and mapping 
function coefficients at globally distributed grid points. 
However, a unified atmospheric pressure vertical 
correction coefficient was adopted by the official code 
provided by the data-provider. As a result, large ZHD 
prediction errors were obtained in some places. The 
ZHD vertical correction part during the interpolation 
was improved by two new methods. Firstly, 
atmospheric pressure vertical correction coefficient at 

each of the grid point were fitted and modeled for the 
vertical correction of VMF-based ZHD. Secondly, 3D-
voxel based atmospheric temperature model from the 
above-mentioned PVoxel model were used for the ZHD 
vertical correction. The newly proposed methods were 
evaluated by surface atmospheric pressure observations 
from 2019 to 2021 at 404 radiosonde stations. For the 
first method, the mean RMSE of ZHD interpolated 
from VMF1, VMF3(5°×5°) and VMF3(1°×1°) 
forecasting grids were reduced from 5.5 mm, 4.9 mm 
and 3.9 mm to 3.7 mm, 4.2 mm and 3.6mm, 
respectively, while the maximum RMSE were reduced 
from 4.01 cm, 4.24 cm and 1.95 cm to 1.63 cm, 2.38 
cm and 1.83 cm, accordingly. For the second method, 
the mean RMSEs were reduced to 3.6, 4.3 and 3.7 mm, 
respectively, and maximum ones were reduced to 1.64, 
2.38 and 1.83 cm, respectively. Both the two newly 
proposed methods outperformed the traditional method. 
In addition, three horizontal interpolation methods were 
also evaluated, and the bilinear interpolation performed 
the best. 

(4) A new weighted mean temperature ( mT ) 

model, named GGNTm, considering the nonlinear 

variation of mT  in the vertical direction was established 

using 10-year long ERA5 monthly-mean reanalysis 
data. A three-order polynomial function was utilized to 

fit the vertical nonlinear variation in  mT at the grid 

points, and the temporal variation in each of the four 

coefficients in the mT  fitting function was also 

modeled with the variables of the mean, annual, and 
semi-annual amplitudes of the 10-year time series 
coefficients. The performance of the new model was 

evaluated using its predicted mT  values in 2018 to 

compare with the following two references in the same 
year: (1) Tm from ERA5 hourly reanalysis with the 

horizontal resolution of 5°×5°; (2) mT  from 

atmospheric profiles from 428 globally distributed 
radiosonde stations. Compared to the first reference, 

the mean RMSEs of the model-predicted mT  values 

over all global grid points at the 950 and 500 hPa 
pressure levels were 3.35 and 3.94 K, respectively. 
Compared to the second reference, the mean bias and 
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mean RMSE of the model-predicted mT  values over 

the 428 radiosonde stations at the surface level were 
0.34 and 3.89 K, respectively; the mean bias and mean 

RMSE of the model’s mT  values over all pressure 

levels in the height range from the surface to 10 km 
altitude were 0.16 and 4.20 K, respectively. Results 
indicated that significant improvements made by the 
new model were at high-altitude pressure levels. 

(5) The accuracy of the GNSS-retrieved real-time 
PWV using ZHD from VMF forecasting grid and 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚 
from GGNTm was also investigated. GPS observations 
from 41 IGS stations that have co-located radiosonde 
stations during the period of the first half of 2020 were 
used to test the quality of GPS-PWV. The results 
showed that mean RMSE of the PWVs resulting from 
GPS-PPP was smaller than 2mm compared to reference 
PWVs from collocated radiosonde data, which is 
accurate enough for meteorological applications.  

(6) The correlation between real-time GNSS-PWV 
and weather change was analyzed using 20-day-long 

real-time PWV obtained from 11 CORS stations in 
Hong Kong. The atmospheric pressures measured by 
co-located meteorological sensors were used for the 
calculation of ZHD and GGNTm model was used for 
the conversion of ZWD to PWV. By comparing the 
real-time PWV to the weather records provided by 
Hong Kong Observatory, it can be concluded that the 
real-time PWVs are tightly correlated to weather 
change. 

The accuracy of real-time PWV can be improved by 
implementing the above-mentioned research, which 
may make significant contributions to weather 
forecasting and the time-critical severe weather 
monitoring. 

This dissertation includes 56 figures, 23 tables and 
203 references. 

Keywords: zenith tropospheric delay; precise point 
positioning; zenith hydrostatic delay; 
weighted mean temperature; precipitable 
water vapor 
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